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IINTRODUCTION
The "Octavius" of Minucius Felix is a charming
little book of disputation between a pagan and a Christian,
at the close of which the intellectual Roman is convinced
of the reasonableness of the new faith in the light of
knowledge and philosophy. The freshness of the beach at
dawn lies about this polemic; the logic of argument floats in
on description and emotion: tv/o souls knit into one, child-
hood lispings, curling waves, and boys at play.
The book we have - though not in perfect form.
Knov/ledge of the book and author from other sources we have
not, except in scanty mention. We know little; consequently,
conjecture has been rife, amplifying this little. Who was
Minucius? When did he live? Were the disputants actual
persons? Did Minucius draw upon the " Apologeticus" of
Tertullian? When we read the conflicting opinions of scholars
on these subjects we may apply to this problem the declaration
of Caecilius "omnia. . .dubia, incer»ta, suspensa magisque omnia
verisimilia quam vera." (l)
This paper will bring a consideration of the codex
itself, then pass to an analysis of its content. Since this
content is the source of what little is known concerning the
author, the varying deductions from its evidence and the
inference of tradition will be compared. The similarity
(1) Minucius. * Octavius. 5. 2.

of this book in form and expression to the work of other
writers will he indicated and the baffling relationship
between the apologies of Minucius and Tertullian discussed.
This relation has an essential connection with the problem
of the date of the "Octavius," which is the final topic of
this paper.
II
TEXT
CODEX PARISINUS
The earliest extant manuscript of the "Octavius"
is a ninth century copy now in the Paris Library. Without
title, this book follows the seventh book of the work of
Arnobius "Mversus gentes" as the eighth (octavus) by that
author. "Arnobii liber VII explicit incipit liber VIII
feliciter." These eight books are written on good quality
parchment, adorned with gold on the outside, front and back.
This is enclosed by wooden covers from which both clasps
have been lost. These are covered by black calfskin trimmed
with embellishments including the crest of Henry II. (l)
In the sixteenth century, Faustus Sabaeus of Brescia,
curator of the Vatican Library, found this manuscript, probably
in a Swiss or German library, purchased it, brought it to
Rome. "lure enin belli, ait, meus est Arnobius, quern
e media barbarie non sine dispendio et discrimine eripuerimi'( 2
)
(1) Migne. Patro l
o
giaa Gursus Completua . Vol. Ill, col. XLIV.
(2) Reifferscheid. Arnobl i adgeEana naf.innflR ~\ ibri VII . p. VII.

He published a Roman edition about 1543 under the title of
"Arnobil disputationum adversus gentes libri octo nunc
primum in lucem editi," which was dedicated to the French
king, Francis I (1515-1547).
In the time of Henry II (1547-1559) the codex wa3
(1)
in the royal library at Paris. Reifferscheid believes that
the codex had been sent with the published cooy as a gift to
(2)
Francis I, to whom it was dedicated. Others think that
the original was presented to the French king by order of
Pope Leo X (1513-1521) . However it may have arrived in
France, there is little doubt that the manuscript now in
the Paris Library, codex l66l, is the one used by Sabaeus.
CODEX BRUXELLENS I
S
A second manuscript, codex Bruxellensis 10847,
of the eleventh century, now in the royal library at Brussels,
is clearly a copy of the Paris codex.
(1) Reifferscheid . Arnobii adversus nationes liber VII , o . v i
i
(2) Migne. p_p_. cit.III, col. XLIV-XLV.
Rigaltius. "Marci Minucii Felicis Octavius." Maxima
Bibllotheca Veterum Patrum
. p. 235.
Geillier. Hisuo ire General e des Auteurs Sacres etc .
I, P. 556.
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RESTORATION TO AUTHOR
After three editions as an appendix to Arnobius,
C including one "by the famous scholar Erasmus) the hook was,
for the first time, restored to its own author, Minucius
Felix, by Franc is cus Balduinus in the Heidelberg edition
of 1560. He accounted for the error in the following manner:
"Sed haec frequens est querela de librariorum nihil non
ternere iniscentium facinoribus . Fortasse ut nunc libellum
Arnobio quidam ascribersnt, quaedam styli et argurr.enti
similitudo, quae imperitos persaepe fallit, fecit: et cum
legerent Octavium, statim somniarunt octavum aliquem esse
librum. Ridicule profecto et inepte."(l) However the
subject matter of the so-called eighth book had little in
common with Arnobius and the style could not easily be
confused as the note to the reader in an edition published
in 1643 points out in a strong figure: "Nec tuo compendio
( candide Lector) nec scriptoris huj-us dignitati satis caverunt,
qui limpidissimam purae Latinitatis scatebram cum turbido
Arnobio confundebant . " (2) Nor is the continuance of the
mistake easily explained - to quote further from the "Praefatio
by Balduinus - "Sane Hieronymus scribit, Nepotianum suum tam
in scriptoribus Ecclesiasticis diligenter versatum fuisse,
ut si quid ex iis proferretur, statim agnosceret atque
discerneret, quid Tertulliani, quid Gypriani, quid Lactantii,
quid Minucii, quid Victorini, quid Amobii esset. Gaeterum
n
UJ Praefatio Fr, Balduini in m. Einucii Felicis Octavium"
in Hayes 1 edition, 1636.
(2) Alma, edition, 1643.

tanto raagis miror Erasmum eo loco, Ilium dico Erasmum,
hominem acerrimo j.udicio praeditum, et talium scrlptorum
minime obtusum censorem, annotasse, huius L-inucli nihil nunc
(2) (3)
extare. (l) The references of Lactantlus and Jerome
to an apology "by Minucius Felix entitled "Octavius" led to
its return to its own author. A definite Quotation by
(4)
Lactantlus from this work in his "Divinae Institutiones"
gives further evidence of its authorship.
In 1583 Ursinus published an edition in which he
separated the work of Minucius from Arnobius without any
acknowledgement of Balduinus' previous discovery. It seems
incredible that the Balduinus edition should not have been
known to Ursinus. Furthermore the " Animadversiones" of
Hadrian Junius showed that Antonius Morillonus had also
separated this eighth book from Arnobius without, however,
identifying its author. (5) Migne claims that this discovery
antedated that of Balduinus. (6)
(1) 00. cit . Quotation from Jerome. "Epistolae" LX. Patrol pgr,lag
Curaus Comoletus
,
XXII, col. 595.
(2) "Divinae Institutiones" I, 11; V, 1. Patrologgae_Cursus
Comoletus
,
VI, cola. 130-1, 551.
(3) "Epistolae, " LXX, 5;"De Viribus IllustribuaJ LVIII;
P
a
trol ogiae_Cursu s_C ompl etus
,
XXII, col. 668; XXIII, col.
6'69.
(4) I, 11. op. cit . col. 551. Compare Octavius . 21, 7.
(5) Ceillier. op. cit . I, p. 556.
(6) op. cit . col. XLV.

6CORRUPTNESS OF MANUSCRIPT
The Paris codex which is our only authority for the
(1)
text of Minucius is very corrupt. Reifferscheid deduced
from the type of corruption that at the "beginning of the
ninth century a scribe in some Swiss or German monastery copied
in small letters a book in cursive writing which had its source
in uncials. Often the words are not separated, or the letters
are so grouped into words that the lack of comprehension of
the thought on the part of the scribe is conspicuous. Thus
we have "dindym a^ud et dicere" for "Dindyma pudet dicere"
(2) (3)
(23.4) and "nescivit ire sias" for "nescivit. Tiresias (26.
The majority of proper names are incorrectly given: "carneatisj 1
for "Carneadis" (13.3), "simonides melchi" for "Simonidis
Melici" (13.4), "bryttania" for "Britannia" (lS.3) , "iuua" for
"Iuba" (21,9), "lesui" for "Vesuvi" (35.3). Single letters
and syllables are omitted, inserted, transposed: sometimes
entire words are left out or added: "ipsuo" for ipso suo"(l9.lj*0
,
"fabebamus" for "favebamus" (23.4), "milesius" for "Melius"
(8.2), "conbuia" for "conubia" (31.3), "repudiaris alterum
conprobaris" for "repudiaris alterum, alterum conprobaris"
(5.1), "inundare dicit" for "inundare" ("loquitur" is in
sentence) (34.4)
.
Some passages are so perverted that the restoration
is doubtful. Various editors produce varying emendations.
5).
( 1 ) op. cit
.
(2) Waltzing edition, note o. vi. Chanter and section numbers
are those of the edition by V/altzing, Teubner, 1926.
(3) See critical apparatus for each reference, Waltzing edition

In 14. 1, the codex has "pistorum" ; Elter changes to "istorum
Stieber to "Christianorum" . ( l) Hauptius, ,follov;ed by
Waltzing, emends "tua eruditio" (l6.l) to "vafritia", Vahlen
to "versutia". The manuscript has "certior" (16.2) but
Urslnus and Waltzing fa or " incertior" . In 19. 9-10, the
manuscript reads "praeficit aristoles ponticus variat alias
mundo alias menti divinae tribuens principatum heraclides
ponticus ouoque de deo divinam mentem quamvis varie adscribit
(with "d5" written above "it") "theofrastus et zenon et
crysippus et cleanthes. . . " ; Waltzing, incorporating changes
suggested by Roeren and Vahlen, has, "Aristotles variat
et adsignat tamen unam potestatem: nam interim mentem,
mundum interim deum dicit, interim mundo deum praeficit.
Theophrastus etiam variat, alias mundo, alias menti divinae
tribuens principatum. Heraclides Ponticus ouoque mundo
divinam mentem quamvis varie adscribit. Zenon et Chrysippus
et Cleanthes..." In 33.3 the verb of which "ipsi" is the
subject is unexpressed: Synnerberg supplies "dereliquerant"
,
Halm "experti sunt". In several instances restoration has
followed Cicero's "De natura deorum" or Cyprian's "Quod
idola dil non sint". Such is the case in 34-. 2, v;here "omnem
adeo mundum, si solem lunam, reliqua astra desierit" is
(1) Sae Waltzing edition, 1925, critical apparatus for this
and each of the following references. Stieber'
s
euendation is based on XRISTORUM. Halm edition.
Corous Scriotorum E cclesiasticorum Latinorum. I. o. xiv

(1)
inserted from Cicero's work and in 18.8, where tactu
purior est" is assumed from Cyprian's treatise. " (2)
The efforts to correct these obscure oassages are
(3)
traced hack by Reifferscheid to the very time of copying
the hook. He is convinced that the Paris codex v/as written
in a monastery where the ways of old were maintained and
the love of literature flourished. He reaches this conclusion
first, from the notes written according to the old custom
in the margin; secondly, from the carefulness with which the
codex was corrected after the writing. Perverted passages
were indicated by f or.*, or by R( require) . Corrections have
been made at different times by different emendators. Three
different revisers of the ninth century have apparently
corrected, interpolated nd reformed the spelling. In the
fifteenth century somewhere the codex fell under the hand
of a learned man, and again in the sixteenth, after Sabaeus'
edition of Arnobius from this codex and before Scaliger's
use of the manuscript in the royal library. Editor after
editor has emended, revised and interpolated until confusion
is added to confusion.
The order of several chapters is changed by Waltzing
who believes that he has restored the true order. (4) Linder
and Vahlen had previously made changes of sequence. (5)
"Mire corruptuin esse hunc librum mendisque scatere
cuiusvis generis notum est." (6)
U) III. 14, 37. (2) 9. (3) op. cit. o. x.
(4) Waltzing, p. 32, critical apparatus.
(5) Halm. oo. cit
. , critical apparatus, p. 31.
(6) Reifferscheid. p_p_. c_t .
,
p. xii.

EDITIONS
Since the first publication by Sabaeus in 1543
many editions of this little book, and translations in six
languages, have appeared. Among these are the following:
G-elenius Basel 1546 as part of Arnobius
Balduinus Heidelberg 1560
Ursinus Rome 1583 with Arnobius
Wower
Elmenhorstius
Basel
Hamburg
1603
1610
with Cyprian's "Quod
idol a etc .
-
Heraldus Paris 1613
Rigaltius Paris 1643
Alma Cambridge 1643
Ouzelius Lugduni Batavorum 1652
Cellarius Hallae 1699
Davis Cambridge 1707
Lindner Longosalissae 1760
Migne
Oehler
Holden
Paris
Leipsig
Cambridge
1344
1347
1353
Patrologiae Cursus
Completus
Bibliotheca Patrum
Ecclesiasticorum
Hahm
Bahrens
Vienna
Leipsig
1867
1836
Corpus Script, or. urn
Ecclesiasticorum
Latinorum
Boenig Leipsig 1903
Schone Leipsig 1913
Fahy Dubl in 1919
Waltzing Leipsig 1926
•c
c
TRANSLATIONS
English
James 1636
Dalrymple 1781
.Vallis 1885 The Ante -NiceneFathers
Brodribb 1903
Freese N.D. Translations of Chris-
tian Literature
Rendall 1931 The Loeb Classical
Library
French
Thomas le Reverend lol7
D 1 Ablancourt 1636
De Gourcy 1786
Perricaud 1823
Denain 1839
Waltzing 1903
German
Lukbert 1836
Bieringer 1871
Dombart 1881
Dutch
Gargon 1712
Italian
Poletti 1756
Spanish
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Waltzing has probably done more for Minuciua than
any other scholar. His works include "Lexicon Minucianum"
(1909), "Studia Minuciana" (1906), several editions of the
"Octavius", a bibliography in "Musee Beige" (1902) and
articles on various phases.

Ill
THE DIALOGUE
SUMMARY OF THE ARC-UMENT
(1)
(a) Introduction
Octavius was dead. Minucius, as memory reviewed
the incidents of their comradeship, seemed to go hack into
the past, reliving rather than recalling the sweetness of
"that life. Yea, more intense, now that he was gone from
sight of eyes was the impression of that face upon his heart.
In pleasure and in thought they had shared one mind as it
were. Sole confidant of youthful follies, companion in days
of unbelief, Octavius had not forsaken him when he shook off
the mists of darkness and came forth into the light of truth,
but rather, had anticipated him. As thought passed from one
event to another, it fixed finally upon that discourse of
Octavius in which Caecilius had been convinced of the vanity
of the Roman worship and was brought to belief in the true
religion.
Octavius had left his home, his wife, his children
who were still in that age of broken words made charming by
childish lisping, to attend to some business and see his
friend in Rome. After two days of fellowship and exchange of
confidences the two friends had sought Ostia With its healing
baths and pleasant relief from the duties of the lawcourt in
(l) Chapters 1-4.
•c
c
%the holidays of the vintage season. These two with a third
friend, Caecilius, were enjoying the invigorating "breeze of
dawn and the sensation of sand softly yielding at every
footstep on the beach, when Caecilius noted a statue of
Serapis near by and pressed his hand to his mouth in reverence,
as the custom was. Octavius turned to Minucius and reproved
him for allowing a friend so constantly at his side to
remain in such darkness that in broad daylight he would kiss
stones, even though they might be carved into figures,
anointed with oil and covered with garlands. At this point
the strollers reached the open shore where gentle ripples made
smooth the beach, and curling waves at play now touched their
feet, now receded. Octavius beguiled the way with an account
of his trip. As the friends at last retraced their steps,
they stopped to watch a group of boys at play, skipping smooth
particles of shells across the crests of waves in eager rival-
ry to prove who the- champion should be by making his shard
skip the greatest number of times and sail the farthest. But
Caecilius 1 eyes were not on the sport of the boys; instead,
he stood silent, apparently musing on a grievance. When
questioned about the loss of his customary vivacity, he
admitted that he was stung by the remark of Octavius which
charged Minucius for negligence no more than it indirectly
accused him of ignorance. To show his knowledge he challenged
Octavius to debate the matter from beginning to end - no longer
13
•c
c
friendly discussion but logical disquisition. The three
took seats on the embankment sheltering the baths, with
Minucius, as judge, between the two opponents.
(1)
(b) Pagan Argument
Caecilius begins with a statement of Academic
principle that all things within human experience are uncertain
and unprovable, rather probable than true. Consequently it
is rash indeed for men, illiterate and untaught, to make a
decision regarding the vital issues of life about which
philosophy, active for so many centuries, is still weighing
the evidence. Since so much has been suspended high above us,
so much sunk far beneath us, which we cannot know, it is
enough if we heed the oracle, "Know thyself". The universe
with all its occupants came as a result of the combination
of atoms which, again, break up and reunite. In all this
operation of nature there can be the action of no god; else,
why should the good suffer as well as the bad?
In the uncertainty of all these matters it is more
reverent and beneficial to regard the tradition of our
ancestors and continue in the rites which they have taught us.
We see each country worshiping its own gods, the Romans all
gods. By the observance of sacred ceremonies and by the
acts of the representatives of religion, the city of Rome
has extended its domain far and wide over land and sea.
That the gods make known their will is shown by augury and
(1) Chapters 5-13.
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auspices; that they reveal how they may be placated when
angry is witnessed "by Cybele, the twin brothers, and Jove,
by the Decii and Gurtius; that disregard of that, will is
disastrous is made clear by Allia, Claudius and Junius,
Trasimene, Flaminius, and Crassus. The gods through oracles
give warning in danger, bring relief to the sick, the hopeless
and unfortunate, offer comfort to the sorrov/ing and respite
for the suffering. We even see the gods by night though we
deny them in the day.
Though no nation can explain the origin or meaning
of its religion, yet no one is so bold or so sacrilegious
as to try to break the power of long-standing and salutary
rites, save a few individuals who availed little. Should
one not grieve that people of this unlawful and despicable
sect assail the gods? and they, too, of the lowest dregs of
society, ignorant men and credulous women, who meet at night,
bound not by ties of religion but of guilt. They keep in
hiding, are silent in the presence of others, but chatter
around corners. They despise temples, reject the gods, they
laugh at rites, they, poor wretches!, pity the priests, they
despise offices and scarlet robes, themselves half-naked!
What unbelievable stupidity and incredible impudence to scorn
present torture but fear future and unknown, to fear death
after death, but not present death! They even cherish a
vain hope - to live again. From day to day the influence of

this vile group is spreading. It must "oe uprooted. They
recognize one another by secret signs, fall in love with one
another before they are hardly acquainted, call each other
brother and sister, and fornication is practised under the
name of religion. Were there not some truth in these
reports, rumor would not circulate such scandalous things
for the very mention of which apology is necessary. It is
said they worship the head of an ass, a condemned criminal
and a wooden cross. When a new member is initiated he is
beguiled to stab a knife into a doughy mass within which is
concealed a baby. Those present then eagerly drink up the
blood, tear the infant limb from limb: the knowledge of
this heinous deed is a pledge of silence. Pronto makes
known their feasts: men come v/ith their children, sisters,
mothers - people of all ages. After the feasting and drink-
ing when men wax hot with wine and lust, a morsel is thrown
beyond the reach of a dog tied to the lamp. The dog leaps
for the tidbit, the lamp is upset, the light is out - all
are guilty, if not in deed, in complicity. Why are these
people so secretive about the object of their worship?
Honor rejoices in public recognition; guilt seeks seclusion.
Why have they no altars, no temples, no statues, no open
speech, no free meetingplace, unless it be that their
worship is criminal or shameful? Where did they get that
solitary god of theirs? Who is he? Where is he? No free
nation, no kingdom, no religion - in Rome at least - has
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ever known him. Only that wretched tribe cf the Jews has
ever worshiped one god, "but they did so openly, with temples,
altars, offerings and rites. That this god had no power
is shown by the fact that he and his people were taken
captive by Rome. What a queer god these Christians conceive.'
They cannot see him nor show him to others, but he can find
out the deeds, the words, the secret thoughts of every man,
running about, here, there, and everywhere. They threaten
that this whole universe will perish in ruin and fire.
They trust a lie, that from cinders and ashes after death
they shall be born again. What a contradiction to ascribe
destruction to the universe which we leave as we find it,
and to promise themselves who live and die, unending existence!
For this reason they condemn cremation, as if time did not
disintegrate every corpse. This unending existence is
eternal. life of bliss for them, the good; everlasting punish-
ment for all others, the wicked. What men do is attributed
to their god, not to fate. Then he is an unjust judge to
punish men for the lot which he has given them. Do they rise
again with bodies or without bodies? with what kind of bodies?
with the same or new ones? If without a body, there would
be no mind, no soul, no life. If with the same body, that
is long since decayed. If another body, a new man is born,
not the former restored. In all the length of time past,
in the countless centuries that have gone, what one person
-
has ever returned from the world below even for an hour
that we might "believe? These are inane imaginings, silly
lines of poets, applied by simple fools to their god. Mean-
time his people suffer want; this god of theirs permits it,
he does not care or cannot help his people. How weak or
unjust he is! Why d.0 not the miserable creatures who dream
of life after death realize from their present suffering
how frail they really are? How can their god help them
after death, who cannot save them in life from tortures and
crosses, crosses not to be worshiped, but borne? Are not
the Romans, without any help from this god, masters of the
earth and of his worshipers , too? And these men, meanwhile,
deny themselves legitimate pleasures, shows, processions,
and public banquets. They shrink from sacred rites, offer-
ings of food and wine to the gods - so much do they fear the
gods they deny. No garlands, no perfumes for them, no
ointments save for the dead, no wreaths for the tomb. They
are to be pitied even by our gods - not to live again, not
even to enjoy life now.
If these unlearned, ignorant men want to be
philosophers, let them imitate Socrates who answered those
who questioned him about the heavenly bodies: "What is
above us, concerns us nought." He was the wisest of men
because he admitted that he knew nothing. After him came
Arcesilaus, Garneades, and the multitude of the Academic

school who profess doubt. Simonides when questioned "by the
tyrant Hiero concerning the reality and character of the
gods, asked for a day to consider the matter, then for two
days, later for three. Finally v:hen the tyrant inquired
into the delay he received this reply: "The more the in-
vestigation is prolonged, the dimmer the truth "becomes."
Since doubt surrounds all these things in spite of the fact
that many and great men have pondered them, it is presumptuous
to form the opposite opinion, and thereby introduce old
wives' tales and break down all the sanctions of religion.
( 1
)
(c) Transition
As Caecilius finished his speech, his face beamed,
for expression had given outlet to his rising indignation.
"And now what answer cm Octavius make, this offspring of
Plautus, the best of bakers, and the worst of philosophers?"
Minucius reminded his friend that it was not becoming to
praise the elegance of his own argument before both sides of
the subject had been presented, especially since not praise
but truth was the object of the discussion. Moreover,
eloquence ofttinea simulates the truth until the hearers,
charmed by words, are unable to separate truth from falsehood.
As men deceived by those they trusted become suspicious of
all men, those who find falsehood behind the mask of eloquence
become distrustful of all logic.
(1) Chapters 14-15.

(1)
(&) Christian Argument
Octavius points out that Caecilius has changed
his position: one time he states the existence of the gods,
another he expresses doubt. Octavius then goes on to
consider each point brought up by his opponent.
Reason and wisdom are native capacities of all
mankind v/ithout respect of age, sex or rank. It is not the
prestige of the speaker but the truth of his utterance that
should be the criterion of judgment. Truly, man should
know himself, but the universe is so closely bound together
and interlocked that knowledge of humanity is not possible
without a clear conception of divinity. When man looks to
heaven above him, searches the earth beneath and about him,
he cannot but see that in all this is some divinity of sur-
passing intelligence by which nature is sustained and -uided •
no chance union of atoms. The orderly course of nature,
the adaptation of animal forms, the perfection of the human
body, betoken a provident god as creator, who must be greater
than all his creations. That this universe is wielded by one
and one alone, witness the kingdoms of the world. No dual
rule has proved successful. In nature, too, one queen of
the bees, one bull of the herd. In heaven, could one
divide this supreme power and majesty, this parent of all who
has neither beginning nor end, who existed before the world
was, who by his word made the universe, regulated and
(1) Chapters 15-33.

perfected it? This God is not visible, he is too bright
to be looked upon; he cannot be touched or comprehended, he
surpasses the capacity of our senses. He has no name but
"God". When the rabble lift their hands to heaven they say
but "god"; "god is great", "god is true", "if god will"
.
Is that the natural expression of the people or only the
speech of a professing Christian? The poets, too, proclaim
one father of gods and men. Vergil says that a spirit
within nourishes, a mind infused moves the universe, from
whom come man and beasts, rain and fire. Even the philosoph
though they differ in the use of terms, agree upon this poin
Thales, Pythagoras, Democritus, Zeno, Chrysippus, Cleanthes.
Plato and others agree closely with Christians that there is
a god and that he is the parent of all.
Our ancestors in bygone days believed in fabulous
creatures, Scylla, Chimera, Hydra, Centaurs. Those now
worshiped as gods were kings or individuals who served
humanity. That they were not gods is proved by the fact
that we know the places of their birth, their ungodlike
acts, their deaths. Do . images of wood or metal or stone
become gods? Dumb animals judge more truly of these gods:
birds build their nests in their mouths, mice gnaw them,
spiders weave their webs across their faces, unless you
protect them. How laughable, and yet how pitiable are the
rites of these gods, men half-naked, begging gods, absurd

repetitions of mysteries! What defects there are in the
fabled deities: limping Vulcan, beardless Apollo, his
full-bearded son Aesculapius, hoofed Pan and shackled Saturn!
The religious devotion of Rome gave her this empire? What
piety there was at the cradle of this nation - a gang of
criminals led by one who committed fratricide, violent
seizure of women for wives, war with fathers-in-law, shedding
of kin's blood! Even now Rome follows the example of her
founder and subsequent leaders in seizing the land of her
neighbors, destruction of adjoining states with their
temoles and altars, taking of captives, confiscation of
property. Whatever Rome now holds is the booty of conquest;
its temples are filled with the spoil of cities, gods, and
slaughtered priests. It is not religion but unpunished
sacrilege that has made Rome great. What can gods who
availed not to the protection of their own people do for
Rome? And the native gods of Rome, Romulus, Picus, Cloacina,
Fear, Fever, Acca and Flora, forsooth, extended the Roman
power against the gods of those nations! Or did "f.r" of
Thrace, Jupiter cf Crete, Juno of Samo and Carthage, and
the monsters of Egypt fight against their own people? Or
are Roman maidens more chaste, or priests more virtuous?
Often are shrines the center of passion and lust. Long,
by the dispensation of God, did the Assyrians, Medes,
••
Persians, even Greeks and Egyptians, rule over empires,
without augurs, without Arval or Salian priesthoods, without
Vestal virgins, without chickens to guide by their appetite.
Though at times the predictions of auspices and auguries
coincided with the outcome of events, yet Regulus, Mancinus
and Paulus maintained the rites and were defeated. Caesar
scorned auguries and ausoices which forbade his sailing,
and the more prosperously sailed and conquered. And yet
sometimes auspices and augury did touch the truth. This is
the result of the work of demons. They are untrue spirits
alienated from God and striving to alienate others. Poets
and philosophers, including Socrates, recognize their
existence. These demons are the source of magic and oracular
utterances; they control entrails and flights of birds;
they cause suffering in man to compel worship that, when
sated by the fat of offerings, they may seem to have cared
for the individual by lessening the pain they have caused.
They admit they are demons and when adjured by the one true
God are forced to leave the human body against their will.
They seize and inspire fear in the minds of men that men
should fear and hate the Christians before they have op-
portunity to know them.
It is unfair to judge without information or
investigation. We were blind like others before our
conversion, believing that Christians committed these
offences charged against them, and did not realize that these
1§
accusations were always given circulation but not investigated
nor proved, and that no one, although he might gain not
only freedom but favor, ever made any betrayal, his only
shame that he had not been a Christian before. We, too,
judged that, though sacrilege, unchastity and parricide
should be defended, these Christians should not be heard
at all; we even cruelly tortured them to compel a denial,
not to discover the truth but to force a lie, as if by a
denial of that name, all former misdeeds were cleared of
guilt. Demons have soread abroad lies about the Christians
to conceal the truth. Who is such a fool as to worship the
head of an ass, unless yourselves who consecrate whole
asses to your Epona and deify men with heads of goats and
features of lions and dogs? Do not Romans worship the bull
Apis as well as the Egyptians? As for the charges of shame-
ful things which are alleged to be practised by the Christians
it is not even permitted them to listen to such things, nor
could they be conceived were they not practised by those
who make the accusation. As to the worsnip of a criminal
and his cross, you are far from the truth who think that
the guilty deserved to be, or the earthly could be, held
as god. How wretched is he whose only hope lies in mortal
man! The Egyptians, indeed, do choose a man to be worshiped,
consulted, honored by sacrifices. But though a god to
others, surely a man does he seem to himself. Kings are
t
flattered "by worship as to a god and it is safer to perjure
oneself "by Jupiter than by the genius of the king. We do
not worship nor wish for crosses. But you worship wooden
gods, perchance part of a cross. What are camp standards
if not gilded crosses? Trophies of victory, the masts of a
ship, a man with arms outstretched in prayer are natural
signs of the cross. Can you imagine it possible that the
tiny tender body of an infant should be sacrificed in initia-
tion? No one could believe it unless he were capable of the
deed. But your newly-born sons are at times exposed to wild
beasts following the practice of your gods: Saturn did not
expose his sons but devoured them. Rightly then did people
in some parts of Africa sacrifice to him their children,
smothering their wails with kisses lest a weeping offering
be devoted. In Gaul, in Rome, men have been slain as
offerings; even now to Jupiter Lariaris is a victim slain.
But for us it is right neither to see nor hear of human
slaughter; we avoid not only human blood "but refrain from
the blood of animals in food. The story of incestuous
banqueting is a device of demons to spatter the purity we
glory in, that men may be shocked and turn away before the
truth can be known, Rather, this springs from your own
people; among the Persians, Egyptians, Athenians, such acts
are legal, you read and hear tales and tragedies, you even
worship gods who practise such relations, and unwittingly
•
commit these crimes yourselves because you know not the
children you have exposed or have begotten unlawfully. But
our purity lies not only in deed but in mind. We keeo to
one marriage bond, and some blush at even that. Our feasts
are both modest and sober, in food, in thought, and in deed.
Nor yet do we belong to the lowest caste of society because
we refuse your honorable offices and your scarlet robes.
We are not divisive, nor prattlers in secret, because we
are one of mind for good in quiet gatherings. That we
increase in number from day to day is not evidence of crime
but proof of worth, for each one who has experienced it
delights in this beautiful life and attracts others. We
recognize one another not by a mark on the body but by the
seal of innocence and modesty. We do love one another; we
know not how to hate. We call each other brothers as
children of one parent, God.
Do you think we conceal what we worship because
we have no shrines and altars? In what imae-e am I to
conceive God if man himself is the image of God? What
temple am I to build if the whole world which he has made
cannot contain him? Are not the mind and heart a fitter
shrine? Am I to offer victims to God, to cast back at
him what he has given me to use? He who strives for
innocency prays to God, who practises justice offers a
libation to God, who rescues a man from danger, offers the
best sacrifice. Among us the most religious is the most

just. We cannot see or show the God we adore; for this very-
reason we "believe him God, since we feel his presence
in his works and the operation of nature. You cannot see
the wind, but you know its work. You cannot gaze into the
sun. How could you look upon the one who made that sun
and is the source of light? Nor can you see your own soul,
the source of life andspeech. You say God cannot know
what man does and cannot visit all. God is not far away.
All things are full of him. He is not merely near us but
within. As the sun shines on all and nowhere is its
brightness dimmed, so God, the maker and watcher of all, can
be kept out by no darkness, no, not the darkness of our
thoughts. We seem many to ourselves but we are few to God.
Kings keep informed of their kingdom through messengers;
God has no need of soies. We live not merely as in his
sight but in his bosom. The worship of one God did not save
the Jews? Do not forget their former history. As long as
they worshipped him sincerely and in holiness, from few
they became many; from poor, rich; from slaves, kings;
unarmed, by the aid of the elements, at the command of God
they put many armed hosts to rout. Read their own writings-
Josephus - or turn to Roman authors - Antonius Julianus -
and you will find their misfortunes were foretold if they
Persisted in obstinancy. They deserted God, not God them.
Who doubts that the world will perish? All things

that have beginning have an end. The Stoics, the Epicureans,
hold that the earth will oerish when the moisture of the
elements is consumed. Plato, though he believes the
universe cannot be destroyed except by God, makes mention
of alternate flood and fire in different Darts of the
world. The philosophers have built up a shadow of the
truth from the divine revelations of the prophets. Pythagoras
and Plato have handed down a half truth regarding resurrection
that when the body is dissolved, the soirit only survives,
and that migrates into a new body. A further distortion of
the truth appears in the idea that the souls of men pass into
beast and bird. Since God has made man from nothing before
birth, can he not remake him? It is more difficult to
creat something which is not than to repeat what has been.
However the body may appear to our eyes to be annihilated,
the elements are preserved to God. We do not fear any form
of sepulture, but we prefer the old and better custom of
burial. All nature gives us hooe of resurrection: sun,
stars, flowers, trees, seeds. The body, too, has its spring
for which wera.it. Many hope rather than believe that death
ends all, for conscious of guilt they yearn for destruction
rather than resurrection with punishment. As lightnings
strike without consuming and the fires of volcanoes burn
without exhausting, so avenging flames do not consume the
body. Ignorance of God deserves punishment: it is no less

a crime to ignore the lord of all than to wrong him. Although
many of us are your inferiors in the learning of the schools,
we are your superiors because to knowledge we add a life of
blamelessness . You make laws but do not obey them. Your
prisons are full, but not one Christian is there except on
the charge of his religion or a renegade. Nor should man
excuse his lot on the ground of fate; the mind is free.
Man's act and not his rank is judged. The fact that we are
poor is not our shame but our glory. Who can be poor who
lacks nothing and is rich in the sight of God? All is God's
and we might ask a share of that wealth, but we prefer
virtue to extravagance. Our suffering is not because God
cannot or will not help, but that we might be tested and
refined as gold. What a sight it is for God to see a
Christian struggling with pain, smiling at death and torture,
yielding to God alone as a soldier fighting under the eyes
of his general! You extol Mucius Scaevola, Aquilius, and
Regulus . Our children and women scorn with inspired patience
crucifixion, torture and wild beasts. Wealth, power, and
birth bring but fear and falling. Honor avails not if the
mind is vile. We deem virtue our only distinction. So we
abstain from evil pleasures, your processions and shows, the
origin of which comes from your religious rites which we
condemn as injurious. Our contempt for food and wine
offered to the gods is not a confession of fear but a declara-
tion of true liberty, for, although all things as the gift

of God are uncorruptible, ire refrain from them lest we seem
to lend sanction to your religion. Who doubts that we
enjoy the flowers of soring? But we inhale their perfume
through our nostrils, not through the hair on the back of
our heads! We do not place wreaths upon the dead, we look
for an unfading crown from God. Let Socrates, Arcesilaus,
Garneades, Pyrrho and all the Academics argue on in doubt.
We boast that we have found that which they sought with
diligence but could not find. Let us enjoy our happiness
and follow the path of right; let us curb suoerstition, let
us purge impiety and preserve the true religion.
(1)
(e) Conclusion
After Octavius had completed his speech the three
sat in silence for some little time. Minucius was lost in
admiration at the skill his friend had used in marshalling
arguments, illustrations, and quotations from authorities,
and in employing the very arms of the philosophers against
themselves - all this in a form which made truth attractive
and easy to comprehend. Suddenly Caecilius broke out with
congratulations to his opponent, and to himself, and claimed
no verdict from the judge. Octavius had triumphed over him,
and he over error. He admitted that he was convinced regard-
ing providence and God, as well as the purity of the sect.
As there were still other points necessary for a perfect
understanding, he suggested further discussion the next day,
11) Chapters 39-40.
1•
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for the aun was then on the downward slooe. All three starts
homeward in joy; Caecilius because he believed; Octavius
because he had won; Minucius because of the conversion of
the one and the victory of the other.
CHARACTERS
As has been already indicated, the characters of
the dialogue are three: Marcus Minucius Felix, the author,
who gives himself only the role of judge, and that without
a decision; Caecilius Natalis, heathen defender of the
pagan religion, who is convinced of the truth by his opponent
Octavius Januarius, for whom the book is named, champion of
the Christian faith, whose arguments are so effective that,
his antagonist is converted. Whether the two opponents are
real or fictitious is a question impossible of proof. There
is nothing in the dialogue in any way contrary to the as-
sumption of actual personalities, and the affectionate
manner in which Minucius speaks of his dead friend seems to
show an actual experience. However, as the dialogue, if
founded on fact, took place some time before the writing,
not only the expressions, but the ideas and form are, in all
probability, largely the product of the mind of Minucius
rather than of the characters.
•
(a) Caecilius
Caecilius Natalia, as he is drawn "by Minucius,
appears to be an upright, sincere man. Octavius says of
him, "procul est ah eius simplicitate subtilis urbanitas" (16.2'
That he was a close friend, perhaps a client, of Minucius
is shown by his presence with these two intimate friends,
Octavius and Minucius, and by Octavius' rebuke to Minucius
for Caecilius' paganism: "non boni viri est, Marce frater,
hominem domi forisque lateri tuo inhaerentem sic in hac
inperitiae vulgaris caecitate deserere. . . cum scias huius
erroris non minorem ad te quam ad ipsum infamiam redundare. " ( 3
.
One quality of his affability is revealed in Minucius'
question: "cur non agnosco, Caecili, alacritatem tuam illam
et illam ooulorum etiam in seriis hilaritatem requiro?" (4.2)
He is loyal to his pagan belief: "lam dudum me Octavi nostri
acriter angit et remordet oratio"(4.3) , and uses all his
ability to defend it. The viewpoint of the Academic is
taken in his defense: "omnia in rebus humanis dubia, incerta,
suspensa magisque omnia vensimilia quam vera." (5.2), but
in practice he conforms to the worship of the superstitious:
"Caecilius simulacro Serapidis denotato. . .manum ori admovens
osculum labiia nressit." (2.4) Honesty and frankness move
hira to admit his error and accept as his own the new religion
when he finds his arguments are false: "Ego triumphator
erroris... de providentia fateor et de deo cedo et de sectae

lam nostrae aincerltate consentio." (40.1-2) Caeci.lius
represents the cultured oagan opposition to Christianity
which flaw in Christianity a rival for the control of the
minds of men which it deemed its special prerogative. When
it realized that this control was passing into the hands
of obscure teachers without authority or even learning, the
fear arose "ne aut anilis inducatur superstitio aut omnis
religio destruatur." (13.5)
Although it is clear from the book itself that
Caecilius had been at Rome for some time at least, general
opinion agrees with the probability of his African origin.
Caecilius speaks of Fronto as "Girtensis noster" (9.6) and
Octavius as "tuus Fronto" (31.2), which may indicate that
(1)
Caecilius was a native of Cirta, a town in Numidia, or it
mav mean nothing more than unity of belief. At Cirta six
inscriptions have been found containing the name of Caecilius
Natalia. (2) These show that a certain Caecilius Natalia
was a chief magistrate from 210-215 A. D. in this town and
after five years of office erected a triumphal arch at his
own expense in honor of Caracalla and brazen statues to
"Indulgentia domini nostri"
, gave "ludi scenici" for seven
days and other evidences of munificence. This Caecilius
cannot be proved to be the same as the one in "Octavius"; if
he is, this office must have been held before his conversion.
The Caecilius of the "Octavius" has also been tentatively
(1) Now Constant ine in Algeria.
(2) Mommsen, Corpus InaoriptionuiL Latinarum
. Vol. VIII, oart#6996, 7094-7098.

(1)
identified with the Caecilius, presbyter in Africa who
brought Cyorian to the Christian belief, for which reason
(2)
Cyprian is said to have taken his cognomen Caecilius.
(b) Octavius
Octavius Januarius was bound to Minucius by the
closest ties of friendship. The latter speaks of him as:
"bonus et fidelissimus contubernalis" (l.l),"vir eximius
et sanctus" ( 1 ."5) , "amicissimus homo"(2.2); exoresses his
(3)
own love: "niihi . . . tanta dul cedo et adfectio hominis inhaesit"
(l.l) , "immensum sui desideriuin nobis reliquit"(1.3) ; and
records their union in these words: "...utpote cum et ipse
tanto nostri semper amore flagraverit, ut et in ludicris et
seriis pari mecum voluntate concineret eadem velle vel nolle:
crederes unam mentem in duobus fuisse divisam" (1.3). This
c <moanionship , cemented in youthful days when both were
pagans was not broken by the conversion of Minucius; rather
Octavius preceded him into that faith: "Sic solus in
amoribus conscius, ipse socius in erroribus: et cum discussa
caligine de tenebrarum profundo in lucem sapentiae et
veritatis emergerem, non respuit comitem, sed quod est
gloriosius, nraecucurrit . " (1.4) At the time of the dialogue
he was married and had young children "relict a domo, coniuge,
(1) T.e Nourry" "Diserts.tio in Marci Minucii Felicis Librum"
qui Octavius inscribitur . " Patrolog;iae Cursus Completus .
Vol. Ill, col. 384.
(2) Ceillier ( op. cit . note p. 550) thinks this may explain
Cyprian's use of the work of Minucius Felix.
(3) May, however, be construed as subjective genitive.
•
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Uteris et...adhuc annia innocent Ibus et adhuc dimidiata
verba temptantibus " (2 .l) . Hin home was in one of the
overseas provinces (conjectured to have been Africa) as his
trip to Rome and the mention of sailing indicate: "nam
negotii et visendi mei gratia Romam contenderat" (2.1), "haec
fabulae erant Octavi disserentis de navigatione narratio" (3 .4-) .
His oiety and ardor for his religion are manifest in his
rebuke of Minucius for the heathen belief and acts of daecilius
and his defense of Christianity. That he was, or had been.
(1)
a lawyer is evident from the form of the proof in debate and
by the use of the first person in "nos tamen cum sacrilegos
aliquos et incestos, parricidas etiam defendendos et tuendos
suscipiebamus , hos nec audiendos in totum put abamus"
.
(28.3)
The persecution of the Christians expressed in, "nonnumquam
etiam miserantes eorum crudelius gaeviebamus . ut torqueremus
confitentes ad negandum, videlicet ne perirent , exercentes
in his oerversam quaestionem, non quae verum erueret, sed
quae mendacium cogeret. Et si qui infirmior malo pressus
et victus Christianum se negasset, favebamus ei, quasi eierato
nomine iam omnia facta sua ilia negatione purgaret" (28.3-4)
may imply that he had authority as a magistrate. I have
not discovered that anyone has considered that the reading
"pistorum praecipuus" (l4.l) should be taken literally.
Indeed, G-. F. Stieber has emended this to "Christianorum
(2)
praecipuus". At the time when the dialogue was written
(1) If, however, the debate is the work of Minucius rather
than the actual speech of Octavius, this has little
weight
.
(2) See note ] , page 7.
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by Minucius, Octavius was dead, "discedens" ( 1 . 3 )
.
In Ovarian 's time there were two outstanding bishoos,
(l)
one Natalia, the other Januarius. Identity of the latter
with Octavius Januarius is exceedingly hypothetical.
STYTiE
The style is largely periodic but is not as full
or as balanced as Cicero's. This form is varied by the
brevity of Seneca, and by an almost absurd antithesis at
times, such as, "ut id col ant quod merentur" (9.4) . ^he
introduction is elegantly and feelingly, almost affectedly,
written. With greater regard than contemporary works for
rules of svntax, this book incorporates idioms of the late
Silver Age and words which aooear for the first time.
h)
Monceaux mentions as illustrations of the latter, "notaculum"
(31.8), "litabilis" (32.2), "concatenata" (17.2, "inrotare" ( 3
.
t
Among unusual idioms the following are given: of the
infinitive, "ut . . . concineret eadem velle vel nolle" (i .3)
,
"nata sint prospicere" (17.2), "vel quae sunt non videre" ( 26 ,1C
of "de" , "de marinis lavacris curatio" (2.3)
,
"specta de
libris memoriam" (7.2), "de oraculo testimonium meruit" (13.2);
of abstract terms in the plural, "iaculationibus" (3-5),
"infirmitatibu V (36. S) . Characteristics common with the
African writers, Tertullian, Fronto and Apuleius, in the
second and third century include: adjectives in neuter
).
);
(1) Le Nourry. op. cit. col. 335.
(2) Histoire Litteraire de L'Afrique Chretienne. Vol. I.ivo.
305-506,
• •
•
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followed by a modifying noun, "de tenebraruin profundo" ( ] . 4)
,
"recta montium, collium flexa, porrecta camporum" ( 17.10)
;
redundancy (which the Africans abused with unbelievable
regularity), two synonyms, one in the genitive, "execrationis
horrorem" (28.6), "inritae pollicitationis casr a vota" ( 12 .1 )
;
piling up of words, "aegre se ferre , stomachari . indignari,
dolere. . . inliteratos
,
pauperes, inpoeritos
. . .plebeios
,
indoctos , seminudos" (16.5) ; synonyms arranged two by two,
"pars vestrum et maior, melior . . . egetis algetis, opere
fame laboratis, et deus patitur dissimulat, non vult aut
non potest opitulari suis; ita aut invalidus aut iniquus
est" (12.2); three by three, "membra coalita, digesta,
formata" (5.7), "omne quod nascitur, inspiratur, attollitur . .
.
omne dividitur, solvitur, dissipatur" (5.3), "per quietem
deos videmus, audimus, agnoscimus, quos impie per diem
negamus, nolumus, peieramus" (7.6). Sallust, Roman governor
of Numidia in 45 B. C, shows resemblances in some of these
sane pecularities. In spite of similarity with the African
(1)
school some think the style shows training in the school
of Suetonius and Aulus G-ellius, because it has none of the
antiquarianism and forced "eclat" so characteristic of the
African style. No one denies the influence of Cicero and
our author shares with Lactantius the honor of being called
"the Christian Cicero."
(l) Cruttwell. A Literary History of Early Christianity
,
Vol. II, p. 616.

IV
THE AUTHOR
Very little is known of the life of Marcus Minucius
Felix. His own book reveals what little we know and in some
points this is corroborated by later writers, whose knowledge,
however, may be from the same source, the "Octavius".
NATIONALITY
The family of the Minucii was well known among the
Romans and included four consuls. One of this "gens" had
the cognomen Felix. Whether our author belonged to this
family or not seems incapable of proof.
The tradition has become fixed that the author of
the "Octavius" was of African origin. His own work gives
several indications of foreign origin. It is hardly con-
ceivable that a Roman by birth and citizenship could have
spoken as he does of the mistress of nations. At the founding
of the city he sees only rascals bound together in crime,
"nonne in ortu suo et scelere collect! et muniti immanitatis
suae terrore creverunt?
. . . confluxerant perditi, facinerosi,
incest i, sicarii, prodi tores. . .Romulus parricidium fecit.
Haec prima sunt auspicia religiosae civitatis! Mox alienas
virgines.
. .
sine more rapuit,...et cum. . . soceris suis bellum
miscuit
. . .Q,uicl inreligiosius
,
quid audacius, quid ipsa
sceleris confidentia tutius?" (25.2-3). The subsequent
••
history of Roman conquest appeals to him not as glory hut
violence. "lam finitimos asrro pellere, civitates proximas
evertere cum templis et altarihus, captos cogere, damnis
alienis et suis scelerihus adolescere cum Romulo regihus
ceteris et posteris ducihus discip^ina communis est...
Ita quicquid Romani tenent . . . audaciae praeda est... Totiens
ergo Romani s inpiatum est quotiens triumphatum. " (25.4-6)
This harshness and irony more "become a provincial than a
native Roman. Moreover, the likeness of Minucius to Tertullian
in incident, and to African writers in points of style, has
been thought to he a result of his African extraction. He
has been listed with the African writers, Arnobius, Cyorian,
(1) (2)
and Tertullian by Lactantius and Jerome. The closeness
even from boyhood of the friends who taire part in the dialogue
indicates that they were brought up in the same community. (l .4)
Since Octavius arrives from an overseas province, presumed
to be Africa, his home (2.1; 3,4), and Caecilius may well
be from Girta (9.6; 31.2), it is easy to conclude that all
three friends were from Africa, though two at the time of
the dialogue reside in Rome. Furthermore, the name of
(3)
Minucius Felix has been found in two instances in Africa
showing the existence of that family there. Although none of
these is conclusive, yet nearly all scholars agree with the
tradition which has become established that the author of
the "Octavius" came from Africa. However, there is evidence
(1) op. cit . V. I. col. 551.
(2) op. cit . "Epistolae" LXX, col. 668.
(3) Corpus Inscriptionum Latinarum VIn #1964, 12499
.
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that Minucius was a Roman. The purity of the style may
indicate that he was reared and educated in Rome rather than
in the provincial schools. Although there are certain
elements of style comoarable with the African writers, the
(1)
"forced and exotic mannerisms" characteristic of that school
are, in general, lacking. That he should be listed with
other authors who use the same tongue even though their
nationality be different is not strange. The fact that the
home of Octavius was in a province at the time of the dialogue
in no way proves his place of birth. The very fact of his
coming to Rome on business may indicate that this was his
native city. Many a young Roman of means and enterprise
had sought his fortunes in the provinces and settled there.
It is quite probable that Minucius belonged to the consular
family of the Minucii. The description of Caecilius as "homo
domi forisque lateri tuo inhaerens" (3.1). in which the "tuo"
refers to Minucius, is a fitting phrase for the relationship
of client to patron, which gives evidence of the nobility
of Minucius. He was successful in his profession as orator,
but did not seek office because of his Christian faith,
"nec de ultima statim plebe consistimus, si honores vestros
... recusamus." (31.6) His book is redolent with the atmosphere
and culture of Rome.
Consequently, it seems likely that Minucius Felix,
author of the "OctaviusV was a scion of the Minucian gens,
(l) Rendall. Minucius ^ei ix. Intro, p. 304.
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born in Africa, and sent to Rome to complete his education.
EDUCATION
The "Octavius" shows that Minucius was trained
in the school of the orator whether he received that training
in Africa or Rome. These schools were almost exclusively
devoted to the theory and practice of eloquence and argument.
The studv orefatory to the school of the "rhetor" was obtained
in that of the "grammat icus" where literature was read, studied,
and, we min;ht sav. absorbed. The imagination and mind were
(i)
imnressed with Plato, Homer, Cicero, Vergil. Jerome
despaired at the persistence in his mind of the classical
studies which he loved so dearly but which none the less he
felt to be inconsistent with Christianity. The work of
Minucius reveals the effect of these studies, for he auotes
freely, without acknowledgement of the source usually, from
Cicero, Seneca, Lucretius, Vergil and Plato. We can see too
the influence of this studv on his style, which combines the
period of Cicero with the "sententiae" of Seneca. The
careful pursuit of rhetoric was essential to the lawyer and
this shows forth in his effective arrangement and presentation
of his brief for Christianity.
The schools were by nature conservative and
religiously guarded the old ideas with scorn for the new.
Christianity never really gained a foothold in these strong-
holds of tradition. Rarely did a oerson trained in them
Kli "Epistolae" 22,30* Patrologiae Cursus~Completua
.
XXII,
col. 416-417.
"Apologia adversus libros Rufini" , I, 30. Patrol ogiae
Cursus Completus
. XXIII, col. 421-423.
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come to a belief in the new faith, and devote to that "belief
the powers gained from long years of study and application.
Minucius was one of the few who bent the learning and
eloquence so attained to the service of Christianity. Withm
Lactantius we might wish that he had applied that talent
more extensively,
PROFESSION
The book itself bears evidence of the author's
occupation when he explains his opportunity for leaving
Rome, M ad vindemiam feriae iudiciariam curam relaxaverant"
.
(2,3)
The use of "nos" by Octavius in admitting his participation
in the trials of the Christians before his conversion may
include Minucius, "nos tamen cum sacrilegos aliquos et
incestos, oarricidas etiam defendendos et tuendos suseipiebamua
,
hos nec audiendos in totum putabamus, nonnumquam etiam
miserantes eorum crudeliussaeviebamus . ut torqueremus
confitentes ad negandum, videlicet ne perirent, exercentes in
his perversam quaestionem, non quae verum erueret, sed qu?.e
mendacium cogeret. Et si qui infirmior malo pressus
et victus Christianum se negasset, favebamus ei, quasi
eierato nomine iam omnia facta sua ilia ne^atione purgaret."
(28. 3-4)
T.actantius (died c. "525 A. D.) the last of the
Latin apologists, himself honored by the appellation of
(1) op. cit. V, 1, col. 551.
•
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"the Christian Cicero", testifies that Minucius was no mean
advocate and, had he devoted himself to the study of Christian
truth, would have been an efficient champion of it. "Et si
qui forte litteratorum se ad earn ( sapiential et veritatem)
contulerunt, defensloni ejus non suffecerunt. Ex eis, qui
mihi noti sunt, Minucius Felix non ignobilis inter causidicos
loci fuit. Hujus liber, cui Octavio titulus e*t, declarat,
quam idoneus veritatis assertor esse potuisset, si se totum
(1)
ad id studium contulisset . " Jerome (c. 392) famed for
(2) (3)
his eloquence, mentions Minucius five times in two of which
he calls him a great orator, and assigns to his name not only
the "Octavius" but a second book, "De fato vel contra
(4)
mathematicos" , the genuineness of which Jerome doubts as
a result of the disparity of style. "Minucius Felix, Ronae
insignis causidicus, scripsit Dialogum Christiani et ethnici
disputantium, qui Octavius inscribitur. Sed et alius sub
nomine ejus fertur de Fato vel contra mathematicos, aui cum
sit et ipse deserti hominis, non mihi videtur cum suoerioris
(5)
libri stylo convenire." "Qui si flumen eloquent iae, et
concinnas declamationes desiderant, levant Tullium,
O.uinti lianum, G-allionem, Gabinianum, et ut ad nostros veniam,
(1) op. cit . V, 1. col. 551.
(2) op. cit . Vol. XXII, §p. XLVIII, col. 502, LX, col. 595,
LXX, col. 663; Vol. XXIII "De Viris Illustribus" LVIII,
col. 669; vol. XXIV "Commentarii in Isaiam prophet am"
VIII, col. 281. In vols. XXII and XXIV the spelling
Minutius occurs.
(3) op. cit . Ep. LXX and "De Viris Illustribus".
(4) This may be the work hinted at in Octavius 36.2, "Ac de
fato satis, vel si oauca, pro tempore, disoutaturi alias et
Tt
uboriua ot - pleni^us
(5) op . cit . "De Viris Illustribus".
%
Tertulllanum, Cyorianum, Mlnutium, Arnobium, Lactantium,
(1)
Hilarium. " Eucherius (c. 432 A. D.) also mentions his
eloquence, wEt quando clarissimos facundia, Firmianum
,
Minucium, Cyprianum, Hilarium, Ioannem, Ambrosium ex illo
(2)
volumine numerositatis evolvam?"
RELIGIOUS BELIEFS
Caecilius in adressing Minucius makes known to us
the earlier pagan life of our author and implies an earnest
Christian life of some duration: "Utpote cum diligenter
in utroque Vivendi genere versatus repudiaris alterurn,
alterum conprobaris . " (5.1) Minucius shows from his own
hand that he was a oonvert to Christianity, "cum discussa
caligine de tenebrarum profundo in lucem sapientiae et
veritatis emergerem." (1.4) This took place some time before
the dramatic date and, consequently, a longer time before
the date of composition.
The book itself makes known only the following
principles of the Christian faith: the providence (17.7-18.4)
unity (18.5-7; 18.10-20.1) and omniscience (32.7-33.1) of
God, the d estruction of the world (34.1-4), the resurrection
of the body (34.6-12), future reward and punishment (35.1-3).
Minucius appears to present salvation by knowledge and works,
"qui innocentiam colit, deo supplicat; qui iustitiam, deo
libat, qui fraudibus abstinet, propitiat deum, qui hominem
periculo subripit, opt imam victimam caedit. Haec nostra
(1) op. cit . "Commentarii in Isaiam prophetam"
.
(2) "Eoistola Paraenetica" etc. Patrolo^i ae Cursus Completus ,
£, col. 719-
•%
i
sacrificia, haec dei sacra sunt: sic apud nos religiosior
est ille qui iustior. " (32 .3) "Et quamauam inoeritia del
sufficiat ad poenam, ita ut notitia prosit ad veniam, tamen
si vobiscum Christiani comparemur . . .multo vobis nieliore3
deprehendemur.
" (35.5) He makes known and, we may assume,
approves the following practices of the Christians: purity
in thought and deed, "nos pudorem non facie, sed mente
praestamus" ( 31 . 5) ; monogamy, "unius matrimonii vinculo
libenter inhaeremus" ( 31 • 5) ; celibacy, "plerique . . . virginitate
perpetua fruuntur" (31.5) ; sobriety, "nec enim indulgemus
epulis aut convivium mero ducimus" (31 . 5) ; refraining from
blood, "ut nec edulium pecorum in cibis sanguinem noverimus" ( 30
refraining from holding office, "honores vestros et purpuras
recusamus."(31,6)
;
brotherly love, "nos mutuo.
. .
amore
diligimus, quoniam odisse non novimus: sic nos . . . fratres
vocamus" (31.S)
;
law-abiding, "Christianus ibi (in carcere)
nullus nisi aut reus suae religionia aut profugus" (35 . 6)
;
no participation in processions and shows, "merito malis
voluptatibus et pompis vestris et spectaculis abstinemus" ( 37.
abhorrence of sacrificial offerings, " sacrificiorum reliquias
et pocula delibata contemnimus"(3S.l)
;
refraining from use
of garlands, "caput non coronamus" (38 .2) , "nec mortuos
coronamus" (38.3) ; casting out of demons, "adiurati enim per
deum verum et solum, inviti. miseri corooribus inhorrescunt
et vel exiliunt statim vel evanescunt gradatim, prout fides
oatientis adiuvat aut gratia curantis adspirat" (27.7)
.
...
( *
There is no mention of Christ, the Holy Spirit, the
Bible, sin, redemntion, bantism or the sacraments. There is
an absence of Pauline theology and the mysticism of the
Eastern church. Minucius has been judged to be a recent convert
at the time of writing and, consequently, he would not have
had time to learn these things, and Derchance like Arnobius
(1)
was writing an apology to gain acceotance into the church.
Others have placed him among the heretics, but Lrctantius,
who lived not long after Minucius, and Jerome count him among
the defenders of the faith. At least, we see here that
tendency in the Western Church not to exalt Christ and the
esoteric elements of the faith, which later resulted in the
council of Nicaea.
PURPOSE IN WRITING
There is a reason for the lack of teaching of the
Christian be] ief which becomes clear when we understand to
which class of people Minucius is appealing. He is not
writing for Christians since it is an apology for the faith.
He does not address the rulers since he makes no mention of
their legal griefs of "maiestas laesa" , of the illegal
asoect of their meetings, or of the laws against the Christians.
He does not write to win the ma sses of the common people from
which the early church was largely recruited, because he
inserts so much of philosophy and omits what would appeal to
Boissier. l,a Fin du Paganism , Vol. I, 32Q-330.
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the more vulgar. This treatise is a Justification of the
Christian religion intended for the educated aristocracy,
the elite of Roman society.
Minucius himself had received his education in
the schools which clung to the religion of their ancestors
in form and looked to the philosophers for moral guidance.
Coming from the same environment he understood the feeling
of resentment on the part of men of learning and influence
who despised Christianity because they saw that its teachers
were usually humble and uneducated men, and hated it because
it was lessening their own influence over the peoole. So
had the Academics been galled by the rise of the Epicurean
system set forth by a man who professed to be untaught in
philosophy. To defend his religion against those who
slandered it in hatred and ignorance and to show its worth
as a philosophy of life, Minucius wrote his little book.
In Caecilius, men of learning and intelligence
would recognize one of themselves, skeptic in theory but
conservative in practice, hostile to the new dogmas, which
were a detriment to both theory and practice. Minucius
reproaches them for believing rumors as being unworthy of
them, appeals to their reason and to their memories of
classical reading of poets and philosophers. He realized
0
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how easily these skeptics would be prejudiced and reject his
teaching. Consequently he makes the w •;/ "non tantummodo
facilis sed et favorabilis" (39). As the apology progresses
there is a change in the attitude towards the philosophers.
At first it appears to agree entirely with them, "ut quivis
arbitretur, aut nunc Christ ianos philosophos esse aut
philosophos fuisse iam tunc Christianos" (20.1) , as if to win
the entire confidence of the followers of philosophy. Later,
as their credence is gained, part of the sayings are shown
to be false. "Sic etiam coriaicionein renascendl sapient ium
clariore3, Pythagoras primus et praeciouus Plato, corrupt a et
dimidiata fide tradiderunt" (34. 6". . . . non philosophi sane
studio, sed mirai convicio digna ista sententia est" (34.7)
.
Finally, Socrates is called "scurra Atticus" (33.5) and other
philosophers are charged, "philosophorum supercllia con-
temnirous, quos corruptores et adulteros novimus et tyrannos
et semper adver^us sua vitia facundos" (33. 5) . Moreover, by an
indirect, and so all the more affective, way Minucius shows
these people who are inclined to believe that all Christians
are vile, worthless and unsociable creatures that Christians
are men of dignity and worth who share the common attributes
of humanity. He does this by making known that he is himself
in an honorable position which he leaves only on the regular
days of court vacation (2.3) . He expresses the tender bond
of affection between friends (1.1-4; 2.2-3). the deepness of
paternal love (2.1). By these devices he convinces his readers
0
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that Christians are like other folk, with the same "business
cares and the same feelings.
Minucius aimed to clear away the cloud of misunder-
standing which separated the cultured from the Christian reli-
gion and to show the harmony of Christianity with the best
of philosophical thought . He strove to bridge that gap
between reason and faith which in later days again appeared
to yawn between science and religion. In this purpose, the
work of Minucius is unique in the history of the early church.
Tertullian wrote now for the eyes of governors and statesmen,
now for the idolworshiping masses; the Greek apologists for
the emperors.
Why did he not make his fa :h more fully known? The
1 eaders of the young church had found that it was not wise to
"cast their pearls before swine", and believers were forbidden
to reveal the mysteries to the profane. Octavius (31.6)
implies that thev do not sneak in public unless asked. He
avoids even the mention of Christ's name, although when
challenged by Caecilius "hominem summo supolicio pro facinore
punitum et crucis ligna feralia eorum caerimonias fabulatur" (9
.
he does imply his deity, "nam quod religioni nostrae hominem
noxium et crucem eius adscribitis, longe de vicinia veritatis
erratis, qui putati r - deum credi aut meruisse noxium aut
potuisse terrenum.Ne ille raiserabilis, cuius in homine mortaJ-i
soes omnis innititur: totum enim eius auxilium cum extincto
4)

homine finitur! " (29.2-3) Yet Tertullian and others did not
hesitate to make public many of these things in addressing
officials. Furthermore, a belief had arisen that truth was
(1)
not reached by one bound, but rather by degrees of knowledge.
The first steo was natural religion, and it was to this initial
step that Minucius sought to lead his Roman friends of learning.
There he stopped. But the conclusion of the book indicates
the need of further teaching, "Etiam nunc tamen aliqua
consubsidunt . . . perfectae institutioni necessaria, de quibus
crastino... requiremus" (40.2)
.
•
(]) Monceaux, oo. cit . I, p. 496.
--
RELATION OF THE "OCTAVIUS" TO OTHER WORKS
Jerome says of the author of "Octavius"
,
"quid
(1)
Gentilium scripturarum dimisit intactum' The "Octavius"
does indeed show indebtedness to profane literature. Many
"believe it owes much also to the work of Christian writers.
Minucius, with a few exceptions, principally Plato and Vergil,
does not name his sources nor does he leave us any bibliography
Such was not a requirement in the days in which he wrote.
Plagiarism as we know it was not then a charge. Rather it was
common practice to make use of whatever had been before. In
Roman Tragedy, for instance, we find no effort on the part
of Ennius or Accius to develop new plots or new characters, as
the dramatist of today is forced to do; they used the Greek
originals, each in his own way. Tertullian is considered one
of the most original of writers in the period in which Minucius
lived. Yet he combined his originality of treatment with
(2)
"wholesale unacknowledged borrowing from Iraeneus" in his
treatise against the Valentinians . Were we to require
originality as the essential for greatness, where would Shake-
speare be?
The main essentials of Christian apology were laid
down early in the history of the church. It was natural that
the same charges should be defended in much the same way,
(1) "Epistolae"T,XX, op.cit .
(2) Salmon. "Minucius Felix, Marcus" in Smith's A Dictionary
of Christian Biography
. Vol. Ill, p. 922.

and that arguments proved effective should be repeated by
later pleaders. In neither content nor style can Minucius
be called original. He has culled his material from diverse
sources: Greek philosophy, Academic writing, Stoic argument,
even satire and epic verse. He has indeed complimented
himself in the person of Octavius for his success in the
skillful use of arguments, illustrations and authorities
from literature, "magnitudine admirationis evanui, quod
ea, quae facilius est sentire quam dicere, et argument is et
exempli s et lectionum auctoritatibus adornasset" ( 39)
.
French scholars liken this work of Minucius to a
mosaic. "L 'Octavius .. . est une mosalque de pensees et de
style, si habilement, si naturellement agencee cub le lecteur
non prevenu ne s'apercoit oas qu'il a affaire a un vrai travail
(1)'
de marqueterie" . . . "Mosalque d'idees, de scenes, et de details
pris de tous cotes... Ou done est 1 ' original ite de Minucius
Felix?- Style apart, elle est tout entiere dans l' habile
synthese qu'il a su faire de ces elements si divers, en les
subordonnant tous a une seule idee."
Cicero
Minucius is debtor to Cicero more than to any other
classical writer, in form, content and style.
The form of the "Octavius" follows that of the
dialogues of Cicero. Plato and other writers had made use
of the dialogue to present philosophical teaching, but the
fl) Waltzing, "Minucius Felix et Plat on" in Melanges Boissier,
p. 455.
(2) Monceaux, o~o. cit. I, p. 490.
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dialogue was less formal, because of the naturalness of
question and objection interposed during the exposition of
the subject. Minucius allows none of this freedom. One
side is heard through to the end before the other makes
reply. We find a much closer parallel to the "Octavius" in
the use of dialogue by Cicero in the MDe Natura Deorum"
.
Cicero finds at the house of his friend Cotta, the Epicurean,
Velleius, and the Stoic, Balbus. These men as representatives
of three different schools of thought oresent their respective
•
views of the gods. Cicero's own philosophy as an Academic
is expressed by Cotta. Velleius explains the Epicurean
system and Cotta disproves his evidence. Then the Stoic
position is given by Balbus, and Cotta gives the modification
of that which is encumbent, on the professed doubter of the
Academic school. The characterization of Caecilius appears
to follow the pattern of Cotta, or, we may say, of Cicero
(1)
himself. It has been said that Minucius , whose classical idol
Cicero was, may have imagined that by his work he had converted
this pagan saint, as it were, to his own Christian faith.
Caecilius (5.2:13.5) expresses the anti-dogmatism of the
(2)
Academic school which Cicero followed (D.N. D.I, 1,1 ; 5 ,12) ; he
also in spite of this doubt adheres to the belief in the
gods (6.1) lest all authority and restraint be removed from
the people, even as Glcero (D.N .D 1, 1,2; 42' ,117-118) . The
opportunity for the discussion of philosophy in both books
(1) Boissier, oo.cit. o.3l6.
(2) D.N.D.- De Natura Deorum.
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arises from the legal holiday for the courts, in "Octavius"
for the vintage gathering (2.3), in Cicero's book for the
games (D. N.D.I, 6,15)
.
In the content of his work Minucius has much which
takes its source in the books of Cicero, not only argument
but idea and form of expression. It would be long to give
full quotations, and in most instances I will indicate the
passages of common materia] . In many of these there is
similarity of form as well as subject matter but in general
Minucius does not slavishly copy but becomes master of his
material, reshaping it to his own needs. The following is
not intended to be a complete list of parallel passages but
it shows the type of borrowing and gives some idea of its
extent. The suffering of the good as well as the evil (5.10-13)
is a shortened form of Cicero (D.N.D. Ill, 32, 79-60) . Chapter
7 in regard to the vindication of the reliability of auspices
and augury gives a majority of the same incidents as D.N.D. II,
2,6 and 3,7-10. Chapter 3.1-2, gives the same instances of
those who discredited the gods as D.N.D. 1,1,2 and 23,63.
Caecilius' conception of the absurdity of the omnipresence and
omniscience of G-od(l0.5) is reminiscent of the Epicurean view
(D.N.D. 1,20,52 and 54); I quote in part, "molestum ilium
volunt, inquietum, inpudenter etiam curiosum" (10.5) , "curiosum
et plenum negotii deum" (D.N.D. I ,20,54) . The argument against
resurrection if conceived without a body is similar to that
of Velleius regarding the gods: "sine corpore? hoc, quod

sciam, neque mens neque anima nec vita est" ( 11 .7) ; "quod vero
sine corpore ullo demvult esse,... intelligi non potest:
careat enim sensu necesse est, careat etiam prudentia, careat
voluptate"(D.N.D.I,l2 ,30) . The names of those who established
the principles of the Academics (13.3) follows Gicerof D.N.D.
1,5,11). The illustration of the unwillingness of Simonides
(13. 4-) to pronounce on the "quid et qualis" of the gods is
taken from D.N.D. ( 1.22 , 60) . The metaphor used in 16.1 (if
"fulmine" is the correct emendation of "inlumine") "ut
conviciorum amarissimam labem verborum veracium flumine
diluamus" corresoonds to Cicero's, "sic orationis flumine
reorehensoris convicia diluntur" (D.N «D. 11,7,20) . Note the
slight variations in the comparison of man with beast;
"praecipue cum a feris beluis hoc differamus, quod ilia prona
in terramque vergentia nihil nata sint prospicere nisi
pabulum, nos, quibus vultus erectus, quibus susoectus in
caelum datus est... per quae deum adgnoscimus" (17.2) ; "Qui
(dei) primum eos (homines) humo excitatos celsos et erectos
const ituerunt , ut deorum cognitionern caelum intuentes capere
possent... quasi spectatores superarum rerum atque cael ostium,
quarum soectaculum ad nullum aliud genus animantium pertinet"
(D.N.D. 11.56,140) . "Quid enim potest esse tarn apertum, tam
confessum tamque perspicuum, cum oculos in caelum sustuleris
et quae sunt infra circaque lustraveris, quam esse aliquod
numen praestantissimae mentis, quo omnis natura inspiretur,
moveatur, alatur, gubernatur?" ( 17.4) "quid enim potest esse

tain apertum tamque persDicuuia, cum caelum suspeximus
caelestiaque cont enrol at i sumus, quam esse aliquod numen
praestantissimae mentis, quo haec regantur? " ( D.N .D. II , 2 , 4)
Minucius (17.5-7) mentions the wonders of nature in shorter
compass than Cicero (D.N.D. II, 40; 53,131-132) and the
conclusion "quae singula non modo ut crearentur, fierent,
disponerentur , summi opificis et perfectae rationis eguerunt,
verum etiam sentiri, pers'oici, intellegi sine summa soDlertia
et ratione non poasunt" (17.6) agrees with "Ant vero aliqua
natura mentis et rationis expers haec efficere pctuit? quae
non modo ut fierent ratione eguerunt, sed intellegi qualia
sint sine summa ratione non poasunt" (D.N. D. 11,44,115)
.
Minucius takes briefer notice of the wonders of water (17.9)
than Cicero (D.N.D. 11,39,98 and 100). The protective
ornament of animals (17.10) may be suggested by Cicero's
D.N.D. ( 11,47,12] ) . The simile "omnes ceteri sensis velut in
arce compositi" ( 17. 11) comes from D.N.D. ( 11,56,140) , "sensus...
tarn quam' in arce... collocati sunt." The beauty and fitness
of the human form and its parts (17.11-18.1) may be compared
with D.N.D. (1,18,47 and 11,54,133-58,146). The illustrations
of providence, for the young by the mother's mills (18.2) and
compensations in nature (18.3) come from Cicero (D.N . D. II
, 51
,
128 and 11,52,130). The comparison of house and owner with
universe and God (18.4) is similar to Cicero ( D.N.D. II , 5 , 15)
.
The discussion of philosophers who considered one G-od as the
<
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source of the universe (19.4-15) is a summary of Cicero
(D.N. D.I, 10 ,25-16, 42) and trustingly reproduces even the
CD'
errors. The humanity of the gods (21.1-2) is based on
the following passages from D.i\T .D. ( I, 42, 1 13-119 ;15, 33; II, 23, 60) .
Their physical deformities (23.5-6) is the equivalent of
D.N .D. ( I , 30 , S3) . "ingratum est, cum sit litabilis hostia
bonus animus et pura mens et sineera sententia" ( 32 . 2) is
similar in thought to "Cultus autem deorum est optimus
idemque castissimus atque sanctissimus plenissimusaue
pietatis,ut eos semper pura, integra, incorrupta et mente
et voce veneremur"(D.N.D.II,23,7l)
.
The epithet "Socrates
scurra Atticus"(38.5) occurs in Cicero "Socratem ipsum. .
.
scurram Atticum fuisse dicebat" (D.N. D. 1,34,93) . However,
Minucius is not limited to the "De Matura Deorum" for his
material. He also draws unon other works of Cicero. The
account of success of augury (7.3-4) ta^es examoles mentioned
(2)
in "De Divinatione" (D.D. I, 24, 51; 35, 77 and 11,8,20-9,22; I,
16,29) and its failure (2J.1-6) from the same book (D.D. II,
24,52; 33,71; 56,116; 57,118). Not only the philosophical
books of Cicero appeal to Minucius but we find in "Pro
Milone" a thought used in Octavius. Minucius has "Deum
oculis carnalibus vis videre, cum ipsam animam tuam, qua
vivlficaris et loqueris, nec aspicere possis nec tenere? (32.6);
Cicero "... nisi forte idcirco non putant, quia non apoaret
nec cernitur, proinde quasi nostram iosam mentem ,qua sapimus,
qua providemus, qua haec ipsa agimus ac dicimus, videre aut
(1) Waltzing. "Minucius Felix et Platon"
, p. 456.
(2) D.D.- De Divinatione.
-
plane qualis aut ubi sit sentire possimus" (Pro Milone
, 31 , 84)
.
The style of Minucius as we have already noted is
mainly Ciceronian.
Seneca
Seneca was a Stoic and Stoicism was "the porch of
(1)
Christianity". It acknowledged deity and upheld virtue.
Seneca toned down the extremes of Stoicism and admitted
truths from other schools of thought. Because he so nearly
approximated the principles of Christianity regarding the
deity, his providence for mankind, and the simple life,
Seneca was dear to those who loved both their faith and the
lore of the classics. So true was this that in the fourth
century correspondence between Seneca and St. Paul was
fabricated that this one just outside the pale of Christianity,
the highest thinker of his group, might seem bound to the
Christian faith through the greatest of the apostles.
Minucius sensed the fitness of much of Seneca's philosophy
toward life, and he made use of the striking pithiness of
thought found in the dialogues and epistles. Parallel
passages are quoted in the following paragraph of which many
more might be given.
"Sciat omnes homines, sine dilectu aetatis, sexus,
dignitatis, rationis et sensus capaces et habiles procreatos
nec fortuna nanctos, sed natura insitos esse sapientiam" (16.5)
:
"bona mens omnibus patet, omnes ad hoc suinus nobiles.nec reicit
(l) Richard Mott Gummere. Seneca the Philosopher and his Modern
Message
,
p. 54.

quemquam philosophia nec eliglt" (Epis . 44,2) , "cuius
(philosoohiae) scientiam nulli dederunt (di) , facultatem
(1)
omnibus" (Epis .90,1) . "Nos quibus vultus erectus, quibus
suspectuc in caelum datus est"(l7.2): "ilia vultus nostros
erexit ad caelum et quidquid magnificum mirumque fecerat,
videri a suspicientibus voluit" (Epis .94, 56) . "Quae omnia
in hoc prodita, ut vitiis hominum quaedam auctoritas
pararetur" (24. 7) : "nihil aliud actum est, quam ut pudor
hominibus peccandi demeretur, si tales deos credidissent"
(De Vita Beata 26,6). "N011 tantum nobis oroximus, sed
infusus est" (32. 7): "prope est a te deus , tecum est, intus
est"(Epis.4l,l) . "A quo nullum potest esse secretum...
interest cogitationibus nostris"(32.9) *• nihil deo clusum
est. interest animis nostris et cogitationibus mediis
intervenit" (Epis. 83,1) . "Omnia quae orta sunt occidere, quae
facta sunt interire" (34.2) : "quicquid coepit et desinit"(Ad
Polybium De Consolatione 1,1). "Et tamen quis potest pauper
esse qui non egit, qui non inhiat alieno?... magis pauper
ille est, qui cum multa habeat plura den iderat" ( 36. 4)
:
"non qui parum habet, sed qui plus cup it, pauper est. O.uid
enim refert, quantum illi in area... si alieno imminet, si
non adquisita sed adquirenda computat?" (Epis. 2, 6)
"Nemo tarn pauper potest esse quam natus est"(36.5): "nemo
tarn pauper vivit quam natus est"(De Providentia 6,6).
Itaque ut aurum ignibus, sic nos discriminibus arguimur" (36.9)
:
"ignis aurum probat, miseria fortes viros"(De Providentia 5,10).
(l) Numbers follow edition by Hense

"Set tam times quam timeris" ( 37. 9) : "necease est multos
tirneat quon multi timent"(De Ira II, 11,3) and "qui timetur,
timet" (Epis .105,4) . Other passages showing simularity of
thought, too long to quote include: resurrection (34.9-12),
Seneca, (Epis. 36, 10-12) ; suffering (36.8-37.6), Seneca
(De Providentia 2,2-12; 4, 6-l6 ; 5 , 9-11 and others);
"spectacula"(37.H)
,
Seneca (Epis. 7, 2-6) .
Lucretius
The "De Rerum Natura" of Lucretius is the brilliant
work of a devoted follower of Epicurus. In Caecilius 1
account (5.7-5) of the formation of the universe we find
the Epicurean theory of the union of atoms to form all things,
animate and inanimate, which Lucretius sets forth so vividly.
Caecilius' thought that the chance union of these elements
caused the uncertain phases of nature, and that, if a god
were ruler, these calamities would not befall the righteous
"sine dilectu tangunt loca sacra et profana, homines noxios
feriunt et saepe religiosos" (5.9) reechoes Lucretius (De
Rerum Natura VI, 417-420):
"Postremo cur sancta deum delubra suasque
discutit infesto praeclaras fulmine sedes
et bene facta deum frangit simulacra suisque
demit imaginibus violento volnere honorem?"
Octavius refers to the Epicurean view of the destruction
of the world, "Et Epicureis de element orum conflagratione et
mundi ruina eadem ipsa sententia est"(34.3); Lucretius in
-c
his work writes (De Rerum Natura V, 407-410):
"ignis enim superare potest ubi material
ex infinito sunt corpora plura coorta;
inde cadunt vires aliqua ratione revictae,
aut oereunt res exustae torrent ibus auris."
Plato
No other author is mentioned "by Minucius as often
as Plato. The latter' s writings are referred to in regard
to divinitv (19.14), on the expulsion of Homer from his
ideal re-oublic (24.2), concerning the nature of demons (26.12-
17.1). on the destruction of the world (34.4), and on the
immortality of the soul ("54.6). The original of these
statements come from Plato's "Timaeus" , "Politeia" , "Symposium"
and "Phaedo". The "Timaeus" C 19.14) and "Symposium" (26.12)
are mentioned by title and the "Politeia" (24.2) is definitely
cited. Yet some scholars have supposed that Minucius did
not read Plato's works. Waltzing in an article entitled
(l)
"Minucius Felix et PI at on" has pointed out that almost the
entire intermission between the two arguments is taken from
Plato without acknowledging the source, even as Cicero was
followed for the introduction and frame of the argument.
Chapters 38-41 of the "Phaedo" are an interruption of the
dialogue and chapter 14 of the "Octavius" follows Plato.
"Maxime cum non laudi set veritati discentatio
vestra nitatur" (14. 2) : (TjJLihpoy <Uo ^TKrcLVTc^ £co Hp^ o«5 , T^S
\ (2)
aX^ £eia$ tto\i> p.d\\cV ;Ph.4O,Q10 ). "O.uod pi erumcme
(1) in Melanges Boissier . pp. 455-460.
(2) Edition by Geddes. Pi. - Phaedo.

pro disserentiu'u viribus 9% eloquentiae potestate etiam
pergpicuae veritatis condiclo rautetur. Id accidere pernotum
est auditorum facilitate, qui dum verborum lenocinio a rerum
inter.tionibus avocantur, sine dilectu adsentiuntur dictis
omnibus nec a rectis falsa secernunt, nescieirtes inesse et
incredibile verum et verisimile rnendacium" ( 14. 3-4) : krre. i <Ta u
Tt$ m^-TEDcr)/ Xo|/O0 T\Vl d\^$£( t'\Vai aY^V Ttyj- TTtfi) Tt>V$ \ayoV$
tVioTt pLZV- ,ZYioTL ovti <u>v
,
p/ot f aufti$ tTfL^o$ k o< /
tre.x>0s (Ph. 39, 90 B) . "Sic assidue temeritate decepti culpam
iudicis transferunt ad incerti querellam" (14.5) : jxy ovScyos
a^ioL t\ji*ev xpiTca \} ^nt tcL -rraa.yy*TA. auTci (ZmrTa- y (PH. 33, 33 C)
£-/... e^avTo^ T15 a/r/c^re/ ^ySe ryv ecturcv ^lT[.^/c(^ , <xa\«.
'£Ae.U7-tiJ^ T~o ahyt\ is (X(rju£.kos. 7x>v^ AO^OU^ <X. f £ a v To U
~ry v qiTia^- airco^aiTD(Th,39 ,90 D) . "igitur nobis providendum
est, ne odio identidem sermonum omnium laboremus ita, ut in
execrationem et odium hominum plerique simpliciores efferantur.
Nam incaute creduli circumveniuntur ab his quos bonos
putaverunt: mox errore consimili iam suspectis omnibus ut
improbos metuunt etiam quos optimos sentire potuerunt" ( 14. 6)
:
fxyj ye v<vju z&cl. . . jx. i<ro \oyot. t corrTre.^ of p. i$~<xvfr£>c±> rwt yi^ yoju e vo ( •
c^>5 od^ e<rTiv
,
e fly t cs ri a-v- ti$ jicrj'o^ Toutov rfaxo^ rra B-ol
v \oyous jLA\T>j(rns
. Y'Y Ye e ^ K
7-00 (XXJ
~
rov TJ° 0 ^°>J j^\<rok°^lCL
1 1 s+ ^ ^ j / ' \c' a
•<
oLv #/0care% eStEiTcl o\\'yov Vo-rcpo^ tv^rlv tovtov rrovypois re
Kfl / A. TT~I <T T~0 V , HO I al> 17 i$ ZTL^O^' H « / oTci ^ ToXjTo TTva >' <* Kl$
o^£/o7-aVoUc 7* e ra ipord To us , "re A<? Jj ru 1/ TTXots «f&wv
rta^ras yye.?rai svSe^os ob?£> 773.(Ph.39 ,89 D'i
"Nos proinde soil iciti
,
quod utrimque omni negotio disseratur
et ex altera parte plerumque obscura sit Veritas, ex altero
latere mira subtilitas quae nonnumauam ubertate dicendi
fidem confessae r>robationis i^itetur. di"l igenter quantum
potest singula ponderemus. ut argutias auidem laudare, ea
vero quae recta sunt, eligere, probare, suscioere possimus"
(14.7) : u^ie?s jxivTOi , "a,w c/toi rrti #yo- 6-c , rp. / Kfo ^ (j/^ouT \ vxvrzs
y^tfpoLrvusjT^s £e cLX^bz/as tt~0^ Wots ( Ph. 40 , 91 C) . From
the last quotation in Greek also comes "cum non disputantis
auctoritas, sed disputationis ipsius Veritas requiratur" ( 16. 6)
.
The Poets
Minucius definitely quotes from Vergil, "Mantuanus
Maro M (l9.2) "nonne apertius, proximius, verius 'principle'
ait. 'caelum ac terras' et cetera mundi membra ' spiritus
intus alit et infusa mens acitat , inde hominum pecudumque
genus' et quicquid aliud animal ium? Idem alio loco mentem
istam et spiritum deum nominat. Haec enim verba sunt:
deum namque ire oer omnes
terrasque tractusque maris caelumque profundum,
unde hominum genus et pecudes, unde imber et ignes"
(19.2)
.
1 1
•
i
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These quotations are taken from Vergil's "Aeneid" and
"Georgics"
:
"Principio caelum ac terram camoosque llquentis
lucentemque globum lunae Titaniaque astra
spiritus intus alit, totamque infusa per artus
mens agitat molem et raa^no se corpore miscet.
lnde hominum pecudumque genus vitaeque volantum
et quae marmoreo fert monstra sub aequore pontus .
(Aeneid VI, 724-729)
"deum namque ire per omnis
terrasque tractusque maris caelumque orofundum:
hinc pecudes, armenta. viros, genus omne ferarum"
.
(Georgics IV, 221-223)
"unde hominum genus et pecudes, unde imber et ignes.
I Aeneid 1.743)
Minucius quotes directly from Terence, "ut comicus
sermo est Venerem sine Libero et Gerere frigere" (21 .2)
.
Terence has "sine Cerere et Libero frigit Venus" (Eunuchus IV,
5,6).
Many references to the characters and stories of
mythology show that Minucius wa^ well acquainted with the
poets. Homer, Vergil and Ovid sang of the fabled gods
mentioned in chapters 23 and 24, and the Styx and the world
below in chapter 35.
"Praecipue cum a feris beluis hoc differamus, quod
ilia prona in terramque vergentia nihil nata sint prospicere
nisi pabulum, nos, quibus vultus erectus , ouibus suspectus
in caelum datus est. .." (17.2) has a oaraHlel in Ovid as well
as other authors already mentioned:
"pronaque cum spectent animalia cetera terram,
os homini sublime dedit caelumque videre
jussit et erectos ad sidera tollera vultus."
(Metamorphoses, 1,34-36).
:
Lucan seems to have been in the mind of Minucius
at times. "Quando umquam regni societas aut cum fide coepit
aut sine cruore discessit?" (18. 6) . Lucan: "nulla fides
regni soclis" (Pharsalia 1,92). "Bella toto orbe diffusa
sunt, et tarn magni imperii duos fortuna non cepit" ( 18 . 6)
.
Lucan: "quae totum possidet orbem non cepit fortuna duos"
Pharsalia 1,110-111).
The irony of Minucius in describing the vanity
of the worship of the gods, and the absurd rites practised,
has a number of touches suggestive of Juvenal and several
of the rites mentioned are given by him. "Miseri in hoc
altius tolluntur, ut decidant altius" ( 37. 7) carries the same
idea as Juvenal's more concrete figure,
"Excelsae turris tabulata, undo altior esset
Casus et ir.oulsae oraeceos inmane ruinae."
(Satire X, 106-1 07)
.
The Bib! e
It is impossible to ascertain how much or in what
form Minucius had seen the sacred writings which at a later
period became known as the New Testament, Were the gospels
an^ letters of Paul in common circulation in the church at
that time, or was the teaching based on the oral tradition?
Minucius does not quote from the Bible and it is difficult
to prove that he used any of the scriptures.
He knew the outlines, at least of Jewish history,
but this knowledge may have been gained entirely from
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authors like Flavius Josephus and. Antonius Julianus to whom
he refers his pagan friends for further information.
upon the beliefs and practices of the Christians which
Minucius defended. I will quote only a few, those v/hich
show an almost startling conformity in idea or phraseology
with the language of the New Testament. Assuming that
Minucius would have access to and make use of the Greek (since
Latin translations at that time were crude)
,
quotation will
be in that form. "Dum aras extruunt etiam ignotis nurninibus"
(6.2); evpav Kai pco^cov iv co cVe ye yfjccTTTo KTbiO-lTfi
0ErQ u (Acts 17,23). "Vellem tamen sciscitari, utrumne cum
(1)
corporibus an absque corporibus, et corporibus quibus, ipsisne
an innovatis resurgatur" (11
.
7) : Tc^S hy&i ^vrai ol v^k^ol ; rroi^p
Sg O'co^ai/ £
;
.yovra\} (I Cor. 15, 35). "Ne ille miserabilis,
cuius in homine mortali spes omnis innititur" (29.3) ; £' £^ T11 fayj
27) . "Templum quod ei extruam, cum totus hie mundus eius opere
Many Biblical passages might be given bearing
TTrtvm 'i Acts 7 1 42-50). "Ut consortes fidei, ut SDei
(l) "an absque corooribus" is not in codex.

"Non tantum sub illo animus, sed et cum illo, ut prope
dixerim, vivimus (32.9) • & v <^ vl^> yap £&>juliv Nat r\Vox>j+l&<*_
tfaf £(TmI^ (Acts 17,28). "A deo aeternis f3oribus vividam
( coronam) sustinemus" (38.4) : j> a vt p<u> &?^vr os t°i> A 1 ' A £ ^°s
H oj;L i £ I <$~ @~€ To v apLCL^avTwov t^j fof^s oTe^avC^A I Pet. 5,4).
Tertullian
Next to Cicero the work of Minucius has more in
common with that of his contemporary Tertullian than of any-
other writer. We find in these two apologists much the
same method of argumentation, a repetition of the same ideas,
examples and expressions. Tertullian 1 s apology is addressed
to the magistrates of the Roman empire and consequently does
not strive to convert but to show the innocency of Christians
in regard to the legal charges brought against them, and
the injustice of the criminal procedures against them, of
which Minucius makes scant reference. Tertullian explains
the significance of certain doctrines and practices in the
Christian church on which Minucius is silent. Tertullian
is much more full in treatment, more vigorous, more ironical
than Minucius. In spite of these differences in aim and
personality these two authors have so much in common that
it is often stated that one or the other is a copyist. This
is not necessarily true as each has so thoroughly made the
material his own and there is considerable difference in
arrangement and form of expression. The similar passages are
t
so long that in most instances only chapter and section
numbers will be given. So ..e oT the sentences which show
the closest resemblance will be quoted in full.
"Hie non videri potest: visu clarior est; nec
(1)
comprehendi: tactu purior est; nec aestimari: sensibus
maior est, infinitus, inmensus et soli sibi tantus, quantus
est, notus. Nobis vero ad intellectum pectus angustum
est, et ideo sic eum digne aestimamus, dum inaestimabilem
dicimus. Sloquar quemadmodum sentio: magnitudinem dei
qui se putat nosse, minuit; qui non vult minuere, non
novit" (18.8-9) . "Invisibilis est, etsi videatur; incomprehen-
sibilis, etsi per gratiam repraesentetur ; inaestimabilis , etsi
humanis sensibus aestimetur. Ideo verus et tantus est.
Ceterum quod videri communiter, quod comprehendi, quod
aestimari potest, minus est et oculis quibus occupatur,
et manibus quibus contaminatur , et sensibus quibus invenitur:
quod vero inmensum est, soli sibi notum est. Hoc quod est,
deum aestimari facit, dum aestimari non caoit. Ita eum vis
(2)
magnitudinis et notum hominibus obicit et ignotum" ( Apo. 17.2-3)
"Audio vulgus: cum ad caelum manus tendunt, nihil
aliud quam 'deum' dicunt, et 'deus magnus est', et 'deus verus
est' et 'si deus dederit'. Vulgi iste naturalis sermo est
an Christian! confitentis oratio?" (l8.ll) "'Deus bonus et
magnus', et 'quod deus dederit' omnium vox est. Iudicem
quoque contestatur ilium 'deus videt
'
, et 'deo commendo' et
68
(1) "tactu purior esu" has been restored by Canterus and Ursinus
from Cyprian's "Quod idol a dei non sint."
(2) Apo £ Apologeticus,. I use the text of Oehler in theT.oeb Classical Library.
•c
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'deus mih reddet ! . 0 testimonium animae naturaliter
Christiana?! Denique pronuntians haec non ad caoitolium,
sed ad caelum respicit" ( Apo . 17 . 5-6)
.
Tertullian (Apo. 10.3-11 ) discusses the humanity
of the gods as examplified by Saturn more fully than
Minucius (21.4-8). The making and consecration of images
is developed in auite a different way in Minucius (22.1-6)
from Tertullian (12.2-7): Minucius uses these illustrations
to show the absurdity of stone and wood becoming gods and
the impotence of these statues; Tertullian makes them
serve his sarcasm regarding the oersecution of the Christians.
"Nec sentit suae nativitatis iniuriam, ita ut nec postea de
vestra veneratione culturam" (22. 4) . "Sed oi ane non sentiunt
has iniurias et contumelias fabricationis suae dei vestri,
sicut nec obsequia" ( Apo. 12 . 6) . "Mures, hirundines, milvi non
sentire eos sciunt... araneae vero faciem eius intexunt"(22.6)
"Q.uas milvi et mures, et araneae intellegunt" ( Apo, 12.7).
Homer's soort of the gods in the Trojan war is
mentioned by both authors, Minucius (24.1-8), Tertullian(l4.
2-6)
.
I will quote some of the identical characters in
both; however, each writer includes other deities not given
by the other. "Sauciavit Venerem, Martem vinxit, vulneravit,
fugavit. Iovem narrat Briareo liberatum, ne a diis ceteris
ligaretur, et Sarpedonem filium, quoniam morti non poterit
eripere, cruentis imbribus fl ere" (24.3-4) . "Quanta invenio
ludibria! .Venerem humana san:itta sauciatam. . . Martem tredecim
«
mensibus in vinculis paene conaumptuni, Iovem, ne eandem
vim a ceteris caelitibus experiretur, opera cuiusdam
monatri liberatum, et nunc flentern Sarpedonia casura" ( Apo. 14.
2-3). "Et Apollo Admeto oecus pascit. T.aoraedonti vero muroa
Neotunus instituit, neo mercedera operia infelix atructor
accepit"(24.5) . "Hie Apollinem Adrneto regi pascendis
pecoribua addicit, ille Neptuni structorias operas T.aomedonti
locat"( Apo. 14. 4)
.
The foreign gods whose people were conquered by
the Romans are treated ironically by both Minucius (25.9) and
Tertullian (Apo. 25.3-9) , but there is a wide difference in
the development of the idea. The progression of empires
during history, too, ia based upon the same illustrations by
the two writers, yet the account of Minucius (25.12) is
much less elaborated than that of Tertullian ( Apo. 26. 1-3)
.
That the boasted piety of Rome rested upon the sacrilege of
war is more fully expressed by Minucius (25.1-7) than by
Tertullian ( Apo. 25. 12-15) . The subject of demons is
discussed rather fully by both as regards their nature, the
testimony of the philosophers, their wording through oracles,
mancic and affliction, corruption of the truth, and the
power of Christians over them: Minucius (26.7-27.8),
Tertullian ( Apo. 22 . 1-23 .19) . Many phrases and ideas are
closely similar.
The relation of the Christian to the law is not
expanded by Minucius but several of his sentences bear
*
ideas identical with Tertullian' s. "... ut Christianus reus
nec erubesceret nec timeret, et unum solummodo
,
quod non
ante fuerit, paeniteret"(23.2) "Christianas vero quid
simile? Neminem pudet, neminem paenitet, nisi plane retro
non fuisse"( Apo. 1.12) . "Et si qui infirmior malo pressus
et victus Christ ianum se negasset, favebamus ei, quasi
eierato nomine iam omnia fc.cta sua ilia negatione purgaret"
(28.4). "Vis ergo neget se nocentem, ut eum facias innocentem,
et quidem invitum iam, nec de Draeterito reum" ( Apo . 2 .17)
.
"Denique de vestro nurnero career exaestuat, Christianus ibi
nullus nisi aut reus suae religionis aut profugus" (35. 6)
"De vestris semper aestuat career... Nemo illic Christianus
nisi plane tantum Christianus, aut si et aliud, iam non
Christianus" (Ap0 .44.3).
The argument against the worship of the head of an
(1)
ass by the Christians follows similar linen: Minucius (28.7-8
Tertullian (Apo. 16.1-5; 24.7). The forms of the cross in
nature and in the work of man show many of the same illustra-
tions: Minucius (29.6-8), Tertullian ( Apo. 16.6-8) . The
turning of the charges against the Christians onto their
( 1 ) This fantastic charge against the Christians is
illustrated by a graffito found in the palace of C^li^ula
where a crude sketch of the crucifixion shows the head
as that of an ass. A man is shown in worship with this
legend: A h E3=-A/i/IEA#l TEBETE ( for W %zrai )6 £ ON . See
Lanciahi , Rodolfo, Ancient Rome in the Light of Recent
Discoveries
. p. 122, with plate opposite. Aube', op . cit .
p. 96, discusses the time relationship of this graffito
and the work of Minucius.
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accusers contains many of the same instances: murder of babe,
Minucius (30.1-6), Tertullian ( Ap 0 . 9 . 1-13 ) ; purity of the
Christians, Minucius (31.1-5), Tertullian ( Apo
.
9 . 16-20)
;
recognition by sign, Minucius (31.3), Tertullian ( Apo. 39. 7-8)
.
The relation of the Jews to God is explained by Minucius (33.
2-5) and Tertullian (Apo. 21. 4-6) with differing details but
the same point. The argument for resurrection, Minucius
(34.6-12), Tertullian ( Apo. 48. 1-13) and eternal punishment
for the wicked, Minucius (3^.12-35.3), Tertullian (Apo. 43. 13-
15) are much alike. The persecution of the Christians and
their endurance is treated quite differently by Minucius (37.
1-5) than by Tertullian (50.1-16). The origin of the games
and shoves is renounced by both for the same reasons: Minucius
(37.11-12), Tertullian (Apo. 38. 4). The disuse of flowers in
garlands, Minucius (33.2-3), Tertullian (Apo. 42. 6) contains
a bit of jest common to both authors, "Sane quod caput non
ronamus, ignoscite: auram bonam floris naribus ducere, non co-
occipitio capillisne solemus haurire*'( 33. 2) . "Sed etsi in
coronajn coactis, nos coronam naribus novimus, viderint qui
per capillum odorantur" (Apo. 42.6)
.
How are we to explain these closely similar passages
and identical expressions? Did Minucius copy from Tertullian,
or was Tertullian the copyist? or again, did both of them
take their material from some common source?
Let us consider the latter Question first. It has
(1)
been suggested that Proclus was that common source upon
(l) Monceaux oo. cit
.
I, p. 469.
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which "both drew. Since we possess no work of that author
and do not even know that he wrote an apology, this is a
"baseless conjecture. Apollonius is another hypothesis.
(1)
1
Monceaux shows that Apollonius, after accusation, pled his
case as a man trained in logic and rhetoric before the pre-
feet, himself using the word dTToXo^id in the usual sense
of "defense" . As a result of this, Jerome attributed to
Apollonius a veritable apology for Christianity. The second
day after his trial Apollonius was executed. The "Acta" of
Apollonius has been found in Greek and Armenian. A comparison
of this with the " Apologeticus" of Tertullian and the
(2)
"Octavius" of Minucius shows the following similar passages:
Tertullian (14); Apollonius (19 and 41)
Minucius (28) : Apollonius (18 and 21)
Minucius (32); Apollonius (8 and 44)
Minucius (37); Apollonius (26).
These deal with anecdotes of Socrates, references to idols,
worship and courage of Christians, which are subjects common
to all apologists of the second and third century. In these
there is nothing in detail of expression to show that
Tertullian or Minucius borrowed from Apollonius 1 defense.
Indeed, none of the parallel developments of Tertullian and
Minucius are found in the "Acta". It is strange that any
common source should be pillaged not only by Tertullian and
(3)
Minucius but also Lactantius and should so totally disappear
in name and work from the history and memory of man.
(1) Monceaux, on. cit . I, pp. 469-472.
(2). Ibid, p. 472.
(3) Waltzing, "Minucius Felix et PI at on"
, p. 456,

(1)
Ebert, as a result of study of the common matter
in the two authors, claims that Minucius is the original.
He calls attention to the extensive borrowing of Tertullian
from Iraeneus in the treatise against the Valentinians . For
the test of priority in the work of Tertullian and Minucius,
Ebert proceeds on this basis: Minucius may be said to have
almost worked with Cicero open before him, but there is no
evidence that Tertullian, when he wrote his apology, had
recently read that author. Examine then whether the common
passages contain traces of Cicero. If they do, it may
be safely asserted that Minucius derived them directly from
Cicero, and Tertullian from Minucius. If not, it is
incredible that Tertullian could borrow so extensively from
Minucius without appropriating any of that large portion of
Minucius which follows Cicero. Ebert concludes that Tertullian
does show such instances of Ciceronian origin, and consequently
(2)
that the "Octavius" antedates the " Apologeticus" . Salmon
reports, however, that the result of such comparison establishe
the opposite opinion as the traces of Cicero are not numerous
and that only one case seems closely derived from Cicero
through Minucius. In this Minucius (7.3) takes the account
of Castor and Pollux announcing the victory of Lake Regillus
from Cicero (D.N.D.II,2,6) and later in his book (27.4)
shows that this and other marvels were the work of demons.
Tertullian also ascribes this to the work of demons but adds
other marvels not taken from Cicero or Minucius. So he does
(1) See Salmon, op. cit . p. 922.
(2) Ibid , p. 922-923.

not appear to copy anyone directly, probably merely drawing
upon the common traditions. In the story of Simonides and
Hiero ,Minucius (13.4) clearly copies Cicero (D.N.D. 1,22, 60)
.
But Tertullian refers to the same story under the names
of Thales and Croesus (Apo.46,8). If he follows Minucius,
why the change of names? If he follows a popular story such
a discrepancy Is easily explained, for famous sayings and
exploits often come to be ascribed to a number of well-known
characters.
(1)
On the other hand, Schultze introduces instances
to show that Minucius makes use of Tertullian' s work. In
ascribing atheism to Epicurus "deos aut otiosos fingit aut
nullos" (19.8) is explained by reference to Tertullian 1 s
"(deum) otiosum. . . et ut ita dixerim, neminem humanis rebus"
(Apo.47,6), assuming that Minucius misunderstood Tertullian.
More probable, however, is it that Minucius borrowed from
Cicero's "nullos esse deos Epicuro videri" (D.N.D. 1,44,123)
.
Schultze gives other instances of what he believes are
Minucius' misinterpretations of Tertullian 1 s work. He also
calls attention to the fact that Minucius has coincidences
with other writings of Tertullian besides the " Apologeticus"
,
and that the changes in using these works are of the same
(2)
type as the changes from Cicero's. Cruttwell brings out
the point that the most striking of Tertullian' s arguments,
that of the "testimonium animae naturaliter Christ ianae" ( Apo . 1'
(1) See Salmon, oo. cit . p. 923.
( 2 ) Op- cit . II, p. 614, note.
!
ia embodied in the "Octavius" (18.11) but apparently with
little sense of its force. Whereas, not only does Tertullian
express it with vividness but he has developed the idea in
a treatise. Yet that in no wise indicates that he was the
(1)
originator of the idea. Monceaux concludes that Tertullian
is the source. He bases his conclusion largely on the
difference in temperament of the two authors. Tertullian is
a genius, powerful and fertile, who gives evidence of
originality and invention in a hundred ways. Minucius is a
man of culture, a writer of skill and ability, a clever
reproducer, without a truly original idea. There is nothing
in Minucius which is not in Tertullian but the reverse is
not true. The " Apologeticus 11 is twenty times richer than
the "Octavius". So logically the borrower would be evident^-
the poorer of the two. One is a man of action who writes to
perform, who follows his temperament in passion and anger.
If he takes something it is facts from which he draws his
arguments; not copying sentences. The other is a lawyer who
imitates everybody. His book is not a work of circumstance
but a carefully developed treatise written at leisure for
cultured people. If Tertullian followed Minucius it would
be somewhat difficult to explain why he never mentioned
Minucius since he cited other pagan and Chris bian authors,
but Minucius rarely indicates his sources. Furthermore common
passages are in the manner of Tertullian, attacks on idolatry,
76
(1) OP* cit. p. 477.
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"biting raillery of oagan worship, native to his invective but
in contrast to the delicacy of Minucius. Minucius even
apologizes for "impetus" ( 3.3) and " indignation! s eius tumor"
(14.1). And yet Monceaux himself admits that, curiously,
Minucius left all that was truly new and original in the
" Apologeticus"
,
culling only a host of details and even
sentences, while he retained only the commonplaces of
apology already made familiar by the Greek apologists of the
second century.
So this problem of originality in the two works
continues to intrigue the mind. Any proposed solution based
on some phase of the evidence is refuted by other details.
In the midst of this confusion it seems as probable as
any suggestion that the similarities may result from the
use of oral traditions rather than written sources. This, too,
accounts for the discrepancies and the alleged misinterpreta-
tions. We have already noted a number of different sources
from which Minucius might have gained the thought of the
contrast of man with animal in regard to form and soiritual
capacities (17.2) . If the works of Cicero and Ovid had not
been preserved we might have concluded that Minucius borrowed
this directly from Seneca whom we would credit with the
origination of the idea. So the sources of Tertullian and
Minucius may have been common matter in the defense of the
faith, not published and possibly not before gathered into
•
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written form. Each bit of argument found efficacious in
defense or conviction by any one individual would be carefully
treasured in tho3e days when life hung suspended for one's
belief." The duplicated ideas in Tertullian and Minucius
may be the stock expressions current in their day. The
defense of the faith grew gradually, like Homer and the
ballads of Robin Hood, and, shall we sav, culminated in the
written pleas of Minucius at Rome and Tertullian in Africa.
Cyprian
The first ten chapters of the fifteen in the short
treatise "Q.uod idola dii non sint" written about 24-5 A.D.
(1)
by S. Thascius Caecilius Oyprianus are largely a transcription
of the arguments of Octavius in regard to the gods commonly
worshiped by the people. The last five chapters of Cyprian's
work, explaining the position of Christ in the Christian
belief, cannot be compared with Minucius' views, as this phase
of his religion was not developed by the latter in his book.
For that subject Cyprian drew from the work of Tertullian. In
two-thirds of his book, however, there is hardly a sentence
which cannot be traced to Minucius; not only the thought but
also the vocabulary and phraseology are in large part
reproduced.
The first chapter of "Quod idola dii non sint" shows
the gods worshiped by the people to have been kings from
whose "imagines" after death, statues were made and for whom
(1) ed. by Cuilelmus Hartel in Corpus Scriptorum Ecc] esiasticorum
T.atinorum
, Vol. I, Part I, pp. 17-31. The genuineness of
this treatise has been questioned. see Monceaux op.cit.
II, pp. 266-270.

temples were set up and rites instituted. In the same way
Octavlus explains the origin of the gods, concluding with
the striking thought, "sacra facta sunt quae fuerant ad sumpt
a
solacia" (20.5). Cyprian writes, "inde posteris facta sunt
sacra, quae primis fuerant adsumpta solacia." The second
chapter gives instances of the deification of mortals.
Melicertes and Leucothea are not mentioned by Minucius "but the
rest of the first sentence in Cyprian is token word for word
from the "Octavius" (23.7). The remainder of the chapter
uses Minucius (21.5-6.8). The third chapter has two citations
from Minucius (21.3 and 11) with the omission or insertion
of a few unimportant words, regarding Alexander's statement
of the gods, and the sarcastic query concerning the birth of
the gods. Chapter four, in which eleven native gods and five
adopted objects of worship are discussed is, except for the
last sentence, almost a direct copy of Minucius (25.7-9) with
the insertion of information about Romulus from (21.9) and
(25.2) . In chapter five Cyprian explains the far-reaching
rule of various peoples at different times as not won by
piety in religion (non merit e) but by fate (sed sorte) . In
the speech of Octavius (25.12) the same holding of power
by nations is mentioned but attributed to G-od (deo dispensante)
The details of the beginning nation of Rome show unity of
thought but diversity of expression when compared with the
words of Octavius (25.2-3). The proof of the falsity of

auspices and augury follows Minucius (26.3-4-) with the change
of a few words. Chapters six and seven deal with demons and
follow Minucius closely in ideas and, at times, in expression.
Compare Cyprian's "spiritus sunt insinceri et Vagi, qui
posteaquam terrenis vitiis inmersi sunt et a vigore caelesti
terreno contango recesserunt, non desinunt perditi perdere
et depravati errorem pr?.vitatis infundere" with Minucius,
"spiritus sunt insinceri, vagi, a caelesti vigore terrenis
lablbus et cuoiditatibus degravati. Isti igitur spiritus
posteaquam s implicit atem substantiae suae onusti et inmersi
vitiis perdiderunt, ad solacium calamitatis suae non desinunt
perditi iam perdere et depravati errorem pravitatis infundere
et alienati a deo inductis gravis religionibus a deo
segregare" (26.8). The knowledge of the poets concerning these
demons, Socrates' confession of control by a demon, the
conception of Ostanes and P3ato in regard to angels is
mentioned from Minucius (26.9 and 11). Chapter seven continues
to reproduce the argument of Octavius (27.1-2 and 7-3).
Identical phrases from the two authors follow: "spiritus
sub statuis et imaginibua consecrates delitiscunt . . . extorum
fibras animant , avium volatus gubernant, sortes regunt
,
oracula efficiunt... nam et falluntur et fallunt... vitam
turbant, somnos inquietant, ... membra distorquent ut ad
cultum sui cogant, ut nidore altarium.
. . saginati remissis,
quae constrinxerant , curasse videantur" , "adiurati per

(1) (1)
deum verum... vel exiliunt statim, vel evanescunt
gradatini, prout fides patient la adiuvat aut gratia curantig
(2)
adspirat" , "... ut nos odisge incipiant homines antequam
nosse, ne cognitos aut imitari possint aut damnare non
possint." Chapter eight brings proof of monotheism, which
chapter, after an introductory statement of the fact, follows
the evidence of Minucius (18.6-7) therefor, preserving even
his rhetorical question. Chapter nine in Cyprian's work
continues Octavius 1 argument in 23. The exactness of quotation
has led Canterus, Ursinus and alt zing to restore "tactu
purior est" to the text of Minucius (l8.8) . The temple and
abode of God is based upon Minucius (32.1-2); part is a direct
quotation. Regarding the name of G-od and the prayers or
formulae often on the lips of even pagans, Cyprian follows
his model closely (18.10-11). Chapter ten may be associated
with the history of the Jews as given by Minucius (23.2-5)
though details are not given in likeness comparable to the
preceding chapters.
This work of Cyprian is worse plagiarism than
(3)
Minucius or Tertullian can be accused of. Monceaux
exonerates Cyprian by suggesting that this treatise may be
merely notes on the subject taken from the writings of
Minucius and Tertullian and not intended for publication in
its present form.
(1) These verbs are subjunctive in Cyprian as the result of
an intervening construction.
(2) Order of words slightly different in Minucius.
(3) Op. cit. II, pp. 269-270.
•
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DATE OF YTRITING
It is difficult - no, impossible - to determine
conclusively, not only the date of the composition of the
"Octavius", hut even the period in which the author lived.
The book has no reference to any contemporaneous historical
event. The mention of Pronto (31.2) by ttinuc ius and the
mention of Minucius by Lactantius fix the two limits, 160
and 300 A. D.
The question of date would be much simplified and
the century, at least, would be made clear, if the dependence
and relative priority of Minucius' work and Tertullian's
" Apologeticus" (c 198) could be proved. The decision on
this point has been the usual basis for placing the writing
of Minucius in the second century or in the third, and
deciding his right to be called "the first Latin apologist".
But as either premise can be refuted, . either conclusion is
unprovable.
(1)
Some suppose the date to have been about 160 A. D.
because of the reference to Pronto (9.6) and some resemblances
in style to Pronto and Apuileius. Furthermore "ut Parthos
signa repetamus" (7.4-) is thought to be the campaign of Verres
in 162-163. But the mention of Pronto does not preclude a
later date: indeed, some 3-rears are implied by Minucius between
the occurrence of the scene and the writing of the book.
Pronto and ApuleiuB retained their reputations, and were
(l) Schanz. See Monceaux op . cit . I, p. 466, note 10.
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imitated in style for several centuries. The victory over
the Parthians is very indefinite and the standards were
actually regained in the reign of Augustus (20 B.C.)
(1)
Others place the composition a little before 180.
They think from the use of the plural of "rex" (29.5; 33.1;
37.1) that two emperors were on the throne, who are assumed
to he Marcus Aurelius and Commodus. They judge that the
hook was written in the embitterment of great persecution
(12.4; 23.1-5; 29.6; 37.1-6), which may have sprung from the
storm of 177. Keim thinks that the "Octavius" via.* intended
as an answer to the work of Celsus, which he places in 173.
All of these reasons seem inconclusive. The use of "reges"
and "principes" in each instance is in such a general sense
that there seems little reason to infer a dual principate.
Furthermore, the author mentions the disastrous issues of
joint rule in the ca.ses of Romulus and Remus, Caesar and
Pompey, and concludes in the perfect tense "et tarn magni
imperii duos fortuna non cepit" ( 18. 6), which would seem
inappropriate were there tv.ro rulers at the time of writing.
Most students of the subject do not think that the "Octavius"
indicates persecution at the time of composition, although
it distinctly shows previous suffering. The author :nakes
known his name, profession and religion without apparent
sense of danger; the tone is calm, without bitterness.
All we know of the work of Celsus is from the refutation
(1) Aube', Histoire des Persecutions de l'Eglise. o. 30.
Keim, Celsus' Wahres Wort, d. 156.
Renan, Faro-Aurele etc. p. 339, note 3.
Teuffel, History of Roman Literature, Vol. u, do. 245-247
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"by Origin. On comparing t 1n e coincidences of Celsus with the
(1) J2)
"Octavius" , Salmon finds nothing conclusive. Aube.
who is inclined to the opinion that Caecil ius represents
the essentials of Toronto's speech, is convinced th?t Minuclus
did not know of the work of Ce")sus; otherwise the author
would have mentioned him rather than Fronto, the less
formidable and less recent enemy.
(3)
Many scholars think that Minucius wrote during
the last decades of the second century. This conclusion is
based mainly on their belief that Minucius was the predecessor
and source of Tertullian. In addition they site the order
(4)
of Lactantius in his list of apologists, in which the
name of Minucius precedes Tertullian 1 s , the allusions to the
alleged secret crimes of the Christians and the procedure
against them, imre appropriate to the second century than to
the third. The difficulties of accepting the priority of
Minucius have already been shown. Lactantius does not main-
tain chronological order. The references to the crimes of the
Christians and procedure against them are found in apologists
even to the fourth century.
(5)
The majority of scholars are inclined to believe
(1) Op. cit. o. 923. (2) Op. cit. o. 80.
(3) Ebert, Schwenke, Rech. See Monceaux , oo. cit . I , p . 466 , note 10
(5) Boissier, op. cit. p. 303; Cruttwell , op . cit . p. 615;
Salmon, op. cit. p. 924; Gwatkin, Early Church History to
A.D. 313. Vol. I. p. 177; Cave, Script orum Ecclesiasticorum
Historia Literaria, p, 66; see also Monceaux, op. cit. I,
p. 466, note 10.
(4) op. cit. V,l, col. 551.
i
that the date of Minucius is in the first half of the third
century. This conclusion is based primarily on their
"belief that Minucius used the work of Tertullian. The possible
identification of the Caecilius Natalis of the dialogue with
the Caecilius Natalis, magistrate in Cirta, gives credence
to a date after 215 since his conversion could hardly have
preceded his holding office. Jerome in "De Viris Illustribus"
not only places Tertullian before Minucius but writes "Ter-
tullianum presbyter nunc demum primus post Victorem et
(1)
Apollonium Latinorum ponitur." The peaceful tone of the
book, the calmness of the Christians, may indicate a rather
long period of relief from persecution. From the middle of
the second centurv to the middle of the third, that is, from
the last persecutions of Caracalla (c. 213) to the first
persecutions of Decius (250) except for the trouble under
Maximinus (235), was a time of peace with which the philosophic
discussion of Minucius and his friends accords. A tradition
affirms that Minucius was a contemporary of Poue Urban at
(2)
Rome, that is, in the early part of Severus 1 reign (c.222)
None of these are well established proofs of the time of
Minucius; they are merely inferences as regard Oaecilius
of Cirta. persecution, and tradition; and Jerome is not to
be trusted as to chronology.
(3)
Schultze places the date as late as 300-303 on the
ground that "reges et orincipes" (37.1) shows that there were
(1) Op. cit . Vol. XXIII, LIII.
(2) Balduinus, op . cit .
(3) See Monceaux, op. cit . I, p. 467, and Salmon, op. cit . p. 922
•
not only Augusti but Caesares.
From a comparison of what scanty evidence can be
brought to bear on the question of the writing of the
"Octavius" the nearest conclusion is but a general one -
that the book was composed at the close of the second or
in the early years of third century.
•
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VII
SUMMARY
The "Octavius" written by Minucius Felix survives
in a single codex, the text of which is so corrupt that
attempts at restoration have yielded many different readings
in various editions. The book purports to be the account of
a debate in which a pagan friend is converted to the Christian
religion.
Of the author we only know that he was a Roman
lawyer of distinction, who, after his conversion to Christianity,
applied his learning to convince people of his own class that
Christianity was not inconsistent with the standards of
culture and morality but surpassed them in truth and purity.
Although the book has little of originality in
content it is charmingly written. It shows the conditions
and standards of the Christian church in the latter half of
the second century of its existence, and is unique in its
purpose to convert the intellectual class by way of their
love of philosophy and literature.
•
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